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SECTION I 

. GENERAL INFORMATION 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

Kennedy Incremental Recorders prepare IBM compatible tape from sources of data operat
ing at random or non-standard rates. This means that tapes recorded can be· mounted on 
standard computer tape drives and read as though they had been written by the computer 
itself. 

All the characteristics of computer written tape are duplicated. Data characters are 
evenly spaced as required by the computer, parity bits are generated internally and proper
ly placed on tape and gaps of standard lengths are inSerted on command. 

Incremental recorders are capable of producing evenly spaced data even though the data 
source may be operating in a sporadic or random manner. Continuous, or st.art-stop tape 
drives, cannot do this without use of a large and costly memory. 

As an example, consider the problem of recording the output of an electric typewriter 
operated manually. Keys are struck with variable rapidity and if the recording tape were 
in smooth motion, the variability would result in uneven spacing on the tape. Even if the 
operator were capable of absolutely consistent typing, time for carriage return would differ 
from key stroke time. 

In an incremental recorder, each character is recorded upon command. The tape then 
steps one increment--which may be 0.005" for 20.0 BPI; 0.0018" for 556 BPI; or 0.0012" 
for 800 BPI--then stops and awaits the next step command, thus the data is evenly re
corded assuming that the maximum asynchronous stepping rate of the recorder has not 
been exceeded. The incremental recorder has numerous advantages over other methods of 
performing this function: 

1. The recorder is an inexpensive device because tape speeds are very low. 

2. No expensive memory is re~uired. 

3. The recorder is mechanically simple with almost no moving parts to fail-
highly reliable. 

4. Tapes produced are immedi~teJy usable on computers without conversion. 

Stepping Mechanism 

The heart of the incremental recorder :is its stepping mechanism which must be accurate 
and reliable. Not only must its step si!ze be accurate, but there must be no possibility that 
the step is not accurately transmitted tb the tape itself. When the drive is stationary, as 



it may be for long periods of time, there must be no possibility that the tape may creep or 
otherwise move. 

All these requirements together with the obvious requirement for high asynchronous 
stepping rates are met by the stepper motor drive used in Kennedy Incremental Recorders. 
The stepping motor itself is a special ultra-high speed, variable reluctance motor which 
moves 150 per step. Each position of the motor is strongly detented magnetically. This 
150 step motion is reduced through precis ion gearing to the proper angular motion to 
advance the tape the required increment. 

Tape is driven by a capstan and pinch roller in such a way as to make slippage a virtual 
impossibility at any speed. 

The drive mechanisms on all standard Kennedy Incremental Recorders are identical--·the 
only variatfon being in step size as determined by gear ratio and capstan diameter. 

Electronics 

Ease of application has been the primary consideration in design of the recorder interface. 
Internally, recorder electronics are all solid state, silicon. Integrated circuits are used 
in all appropriate applications. 

INCREMENTAL RECORDING SYSTEMS 

A block diagram is J3hown in Figure 1-1 of a typical Kennedy Incremental Recorder illus
trating its principal components. It will be noted that electronics may be divided into 
se.ctions having inter-related but separate functions. 

1. Parity-Write Amplifier section produces the actual recordi.ng on tape. 

2. Gap generation system develops the drive signals necessary to insert gaps. 

3. Control section provides circuits operable by pushbuttons and remote signals 
to control tape motion. 

4. Stepper drive system receives step commands and produces signals which 
cause the stepper motor to increment. 

Each of these sections will be shown in detail in this book. 

In addition to the basic system shown, there are other functions which may be added for 
special purposes. They do not basically a1ter the system but add to its complexity. 
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DIGITAL MAGNETIC RECORDING 

To record digital data on magnetic tape it is necessary, in some way, to magnetize the tape 
discretely to indicate binary ones and zeros. Of several different schemes, the IBM NRZI 
system has been most widely adopted. As shown in Figure 1-2, ones are represented by 
transi tions between saturation magnetism (+ and -) on the tape. 

Since magnetic heads res pond to the rate of change of flux but not to steady flux, when tape 
is read output waveforms, such as those shown in Figure 1-2, are produced. No change in 
flux represents a binary zero and no voltage is recovered from the head. 

In order to be usable as a recording scheme, the NRZI system requires at least one bit to 
be recorded for all characters; otherwise, in an all zero character there would be no 
indication that a character was supposed to be in that location. 

NRZI recording is implemented by driving current through the head winding in a direction 
determined by a flip-flop which toggles for each one to be recorded. 
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Figure 1-2. NRZ Waveforms 



In a seven-track system, as shown in Fi~re 1-3, six of the tracks are data channels while 
the seventh is the parity channel. Parity may be either odd or even which is to say that bits 
may be added in the C track to make the sum of the bits in the character either odd or even. 
Even parity is used with BCD coding while odd parity is used when operating in the binary 
mode. 
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NOTES: 1. Tape Is shown with oxIde sIde down. NRZI recording. BIt" prodUced by reversal of flux polarIty. 
Tape fully saturated In each direction. 

2. Tape to be fully ICIturated In the erased directIon In the InItIal gap and the Inter-record gap. 
Erasure such ~t an N .. eking end of compass wfl I poInt to start of tape. 

3. LRC - Longitudinal Ndundanc)f check character - odd or eve"-spaced four bits from data character • 
... Parity Bit - A vertical parity bIt Is" written for each character. 
5~ Must conform to all 729 speclflc:atlons. 

Figuie 1-3. Data Format - Seven T,ack 

IBM seven-channel BCD cO,de is shown in Figure 1-4. It will be noted that there are 63 
combinations of the 6-data bits available to stand for numerics, letters, and special symbols. 
"Actually, a somewhat larger variety of symbols may be used, depending upon the print 
chain, by leaving out some unused symbols and substituting others. 
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Collating Graphic~ Eight - 8it Code BCD 
Sequence 88it 8CD 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A 8 4 2 1 

00 blank blank 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
01 . 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 • 1 1 1 1 0 'I 1 
02 4- ~) 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
03 ( C 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
04 + <- 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
05 GM GM 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 
06 & &+ 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
07 $ S 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 'I 1 
08 * * 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
(YI ) ] 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 6 1 
10 ; ; 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 I 0 

~'11 MC MC 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 ~ 1 
12 - - 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
13 / / 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
14 , , 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 '.1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
15 % %( 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 Q. 0 1 1 1 0 Q 

1'6 Yi..S ~ 0 1, 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
-'17 • \ 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 ' 1 1 ! 0 

18 SM SM 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 l 1 
19 f» 15 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
20 

, '= 0 1 1 1 1 O. 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 
21 @ @I 0 1 1 1 1 1 ; 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

--22 V : 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 O· 0 1 1 0 1 
23 = > 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 I 0 
24 TM TM 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 I 1 
25 6 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 
26 A A 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
27 8 8 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
28 C C 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 i 1 
29 D D 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
30 E E 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 
31 F F 1 1 0, 0 0 1 1 0 , 1 1 0 1 i 0 
32 ,G G 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 ) 1 1 
33 H H 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 b 0 
34 I I 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 '1 0 to 1 
35 ~ 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 I 0 
36 J J 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

'37 K K 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 i 0 
38 l l 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 i 1 
39 M M 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 
40 N N. 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 
41 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 ·1 1 0 1 0 0 1 I 0 
42 P P 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 '0 1 1 1 
43 Q Q 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 «> 0 
44 R R 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 ,1 0 1 0 0 1 
45 RM RM 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 i 0 
46 S S 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 ·0 0 i ,0 
47 T T 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 I 1 
48 U U 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
49 V V 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 . 
50 W W , 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 
51 X X 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 ~ 1 
52 y y 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 ·0 1 1 0 0 0 
53 Z Z 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
54 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .1 0 i 0 
55 1 1 1 1 1. 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
56 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 '0 1 0 
57 3 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 i 1 
58 4 4 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
59 5 5 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 
60 6 6 1 1 1 1 0 ' 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
61 7 7 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 i 1 
62 8 8 1 1 1 r 1 O· 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
63 9 9 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Figure 1-4. Eight Bit Code - BCD Relations 



Binary Mode 

In the binary mode, the computer is programmed to accept tape characters as binary 
numbers. This mode obviously is useful only with straight numeric input. 

Thus, a six-bit character can represent a' six-digit binary number, or 0-63. By using more 
than one character, larger numbers may be represented. In some cases this results in con
siderable saving in space on the tape and in computer time. For example, the number 56 
would require two character spaces in BCD but only one in binary. Obviously, odd parity 
must be used because six zeros can be a perfectly valid portion of a binary number. 

Nine-track Coding 

Nine-track tape, as used in IBM System/360, uses a modified ASCII code also shown in 
Figure 1-5. Parity in the nine-track 800 BPI system is always odd. 

Operation in binary mode is possible with proper programming. An interesting possibility 
is recording two 4-bit numeric s per byte with consequent 'doubling of effective data rate. 
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Longitudinal Parity 

In writing blocks on tape, it is necessary to return to the reference rnagnetic condition in the 
gaps if records are to be rewritten at any future time. Otherwise, the direction for any 
track would not be known and spurious characters would result. In returning to reference 
state those tracks which are in the opposite state, spurious characters are also generated. 
This difficulty has been cleverly converted to an asset in the NRZI system by accurately 
locating the lIspurious" character and using it as a check. 

Since it started and returned to reference level, each track must have had an even nurnber 
of transitions. The number of transitions are counted and if the result is odd, an error is 
indicated. 

The Longitudinal Check Character, as it is called, is spaced four or five character spaces 
from the end of the block so that it will not be interpreted as data. 

Other Checks 

In the newer IBM transports built for 800 BPI, nine-track recording, another check, ealled 
"Cyclic Redundancy Check", is included. This check has the ability to direct correction of 
a certain limited class of errors . Kennedy Incremental Recorders built for System 360 com
patibility include circuits for generation of the CRC. 

Additionally, in the nine-track system there is a "Lost Character Check" which implements 
the error correction routine. In this check a character is expected to have been read within 
15 clock times of the last. If it has not been read in 17 clock times, an error is flagged. 

This requirement places fairly stringent criteria on character spacing accuracy. While not 
used in the seven-track 2400 series transport, lost character detection circuits are retained 
placing the same restrictions on spacing as in the nine-track system. 

FLUX CHECK™ 

Flux Check™ is a system of checking data as it is written on tape. A true read-after-write 
check, it uses only one gap for both operations. If a character is incorrectly written for 
any reason, including tape flaws, an error signal is produced before another character is 
due to be written. 

Available as an option on .nearly all Kennedy"Incremental Recorders, "Flux Check™ is the 
ultimate safeguard against lost data. 

While it may be argued with perfect logic that good tape operating in a good machine will 
not have any errors recorded on it, the human factor cannot be entirely eliminated, and 
once precious data is lost it may be impossible to replace. 



Basic principles of Flux Check™ recording are shown in Figure 1-6. Magnetically neutral 
tape is passed over the head which is built with a 0.006" gap--wider than the widest incre
ment, 0.0051' at 200 BPI. The head has two windings, a write winding and a read winding. 
Short pulses of current in the head magnetize a portion of the tape as wide as the gap. 
Polarity of the pulses is controlled by a flip-flop in the Flux Check ™ Write Amplifier. 

If zeros are being recorded, pulses are all in the same direction. This produces smooth 
magnetism on the tape as required for zeros. Polarity of write pulses reverses for ones. 
After writing, the tape moves, pulling the recorded section out of the gap and inducing a 
signal in the read windings. 

Write pulses are suppressed by the Flux Check™ read amplifiers; but the read signal is' 
amplified and compared on a bit-by-bit basis with the input data. If disagreement is found, 
an error is signalled. 

Time to signal an error does not exceed 1. 9ms. This allows for a maximum operating 
speed of 500 steps per second, still retaining the ability to locate an erroneous character 
before the next is recorded. 

+ SAT 0010010 

0- - - - - -. -I 'I II 11- 1 
-SA~ __________ ---.J -+ n J 
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WRITE 
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---.J f.- 50 USEC 

I t 
, t 
I I 
I • 

READ 
WINDING 

• 

1-
"-------J ~ 

TAPE 

READ SIGNAL 

EACH TIME HEAD WINDING IS PULSED, TAPE IS MAGNETI~D FOR 
.006 IN •. TAPE THEN MOVES .005 IN. PRODUCING READ SIGNAL. 
MAGNETIZED AREAS OVERLAP PRODUCING NRZI RECORDING. 

Figure 1.-6. Flux Check Recordi"g 
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READERS 

Kennedy Company Incremental Magnetic Recorders may also be equipped for reading as well as 
writing tape. Model numbers are suffixed by designation as shown in the following examples: 

1600R 
1600IR 
2059RO 

Incremental Record/Continuous Read 
Incremental Record/Incremental Read 
Continuous Read Only 

Principles and equipment requirements for the various models are identical or similar and, in 
many cases, the read portion of the machine is modular to simplify interfacing and construction. 

The description in this section is general in nature. Specifics for a particular model may be 
found in the Performance Specifications section and in the circuit descriptions of the circuit 
cards used. 

File Protect Switch 

Kennedy recorders equipped for both reading and writing are also equipped with a File Protect 
Switch and Indicator Light. This switch detects the presence of the File Protect Ring in the 
reel of tape mounted on the supply side of the machine. If this flexible ring is removed from the 
reel t it indicates that the tape must not be written on under any circumstances. This treatment 
is often reserved for library and program tapes or, in some instances, the ring may be removed 
immediately after the tape is written to prevent erasure of a tape. 

On a machine so equipped it is impossible to select the Write mode in the machine or to write 
or erase data on tape· when the File Protect Ring has been removed from the reel. If an attempt 
is made to write on a tape which does not have the File Protect Ring in place, the red FILE 
PROTECT Light will glow either immediately or when the machine goes into Ready, depending 
on the model, to indicate to the operator that he has made a procedural error. An indication 
of this is also provided to the interface plug so that external equipment may sense this condition. 
Machines which are Write Only or Read Only do not have a File Protect Switch. 

Controls and Loading Procedure 

The controls and loading procedure for a Read machine are identical to those of a Write Only 
machine. However, when the tape is loaded, no Beginni~g of Tape gap is inserted. The read 
head will come to a stop at a point prior to the place where recording began. In other words, 
it will stop immediately when the Load Point sensor is under the photo cell instead of the 
customary 3-1/2" after this point. 

Interface Connector 

On all recent Kennedy Incremental Recorders a separate interface connector is provided for the 
functions associated with reading. This enables a machine equipped for reading to be directly 
~ubstituted for a Write Only machine using the same wiring. The read signals do not ,compromise 
or affect the normal signals on the connector associated with writing. 
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Skew Delay 

In writing a tape certain tolerances with regard to the gap scatter in the heads, the skew of the 
head (that is, the failure of the gaps to be absolutely perpendicular to the tape), and other 
causes can accumulate in tolerances which make it necessary to provide electronic circuitry 
to compensate for these ·variables and to assure that the output data is timed correctly. These 
conditions are aggravated when a tape is written on one machine and read on another which is 
a normal circumstance. The common method for achieving this is to read each track independ
ently and sense the first Hone" that is detected on any track. This is done by connecting the 
outputs of all of the data tracks into an HORtI gate. The first "one'" then triggers a delay which 
is usually set to be approximately 45% of the prescribed time for one character. 

At this time the data in the output register is changed to reflect the new character, and a few 
microseconds later a Clock pulse is provided to enable strobing this data into the external system. 
This assures that data is transferred at a time when it is valid and correct and eases the inter
facing of the machine to an external system. (On old machines the output register was not 
provided, and Data pulses and Clock pulses were coincident with each other.) 

Gap Detector 

Another output provided at the interface connector is the Gap Detector output. In either 
Incremental Read or Continuous Read machines a Clock pulse should be detected within a 
prescribed time after a Read/Step or Read command is given. Internal circuitry has been 
provided to detect whether or not this clock is available within approximately two or three 
time intervals. If no clock is received within this time, then it follows that the read head must 
be passing through a gap. This output is called the Gap Detect output and may be used to con
trol stopping of a Continuous machine in the gap. 

Longitudinal Check Character 

This Gap Detect output is also used internally to inhibit the C lock pulse for the Longitudinal 
Check Character. The Longitudinal Check Character will appear at the data output terminals 
and will remain there during the gap until the first character of the succeeding block is detected. 
However, the Clock pulse for it is deliberately inhibited since, in most simplified systems 
where a reader of this type is employed, the character is not desired. Where it is required, 
it may be reconstituted by a simple modification to one of the circuit cards. The factory should 
be consulted regarding this if it is required. 

Error Rates 

Maximum error rates are difficult to define. Many variables, such as tape condition, 
environment, etc., enter the picture. Continuous reading with error rates of less than one 
error in 106 characters is reasonable to expect under ordinary conditions and may be improved 
several orders of magnitude with reasonable precautions. Incremental reading is much nlore 
difficult to implement and is less tolerant of tape imperfections. Therefore, typical error rates 
may be expected to be slightly higher. 
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CONTINUOUS READING 

On machines equipped for Continuous reading, the tape is run at a fixed speed and should be 
stopped only in Inter-Record gaps. In most recorders this is done by running the stepper motor 
at a slewing rate fast enough so that the steps blend together into a smooth continuous motion. 
This speed is usually 1000 steps per second. 

On some machines, such as the 3700 Series, ~n auxiliary capstan motor is employed to run the 
tape at a pre-selected speed of up to 30 inches per second. Other machines, such as the 2059 
Series, use a servo controlled dc motor system which allows pre-selected tape speeds of 1. 5 
inches to 6 inches per second. All of these systems have in common the fact that: 

1. the tape is running at a pre-selected fixed speed, 

2. a data register is filled at a synchronous rate, 

3. a Read Clock output is provided to enable strobing out the register into memory or 
other external devices. 

The control of these recorders is relatively simple. A Read Select level is applied followed by 
a Slew level which will cause the tape to accelerate rapidly to the prescribed speed and run 
continuously at that speed emitting Data and Clock pulses. When a gap is detected, a signal 
is available which may be used to control the slew level which should be removed to enable 
the tape to stop in the desired gap. 

INCREMENTAL READING 

The Incremental Read feature permits reading of 200 BPI NRZI tapes one character at a time. 
Standard computer tapes may be read into such low speed devices as typewriters, data sets, 
plotters, etc. without the necessity of buffering. In operation the machine is given a Read/ 
Step command. The tape advances to the next character (read search) and stops upon having 
read that character. Output information is held in storage until the next Read/Step cOlnmand. 
Read commands may be repeated at rates up to 150 characters per seeond. 

In order to read incrementally, a means must be provided to assure orientation with the 
information on the tape. The motion of the tape must be such that the head gap falls between 
characters when the tape comes to a stop. A step size equal to the character spacing cannot 
be used since density and step size variations will eventually accumulate to a point where 
information could be lost. 

Kennedy Incremental Recorders use a unique method of correcting tape position. The step 
size, instead of being 0.005" as it is in Incremental Write Only machines, is set at 0.002511

• 

Thus, two steps will be required to move the tape one character space under ideal conditions. 
However, since magnetic tape does not have sprockets or other mechanical means to assure 
that the tape is between characters over the recorder gap, a technique is required which will 
assure that the tape always stops between characters and that it takes the correct number of 
steps to assure this. While two steps are usually required, one may be adequate or perhaps 
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three may be necessary. To achieve this an internal oscillator is started when the Read/Step 
pulse is applied at the interface .. The .stepper motor then advances the tape. As soon as a 
character is sensed, the oscillator is cut off and no more pulses are produced and the motor 
stops. In this way a closed loop system is produced which keeps the tape properly oriented. 

Upon entering a blank region of tape, that is, an Inter-Record gap or End of File gap, the 
stepper drive will advance as many steps as may be required to reach the next character. A 
Read/Stop input is provided at the interface to allow stopping this action at the end of data on 
the tape. 

It is also possible to apply a level instead of a series of pulses to the Write/Step input which 
allows reading a tape in a continuous fashion at an average rate higher than 150 characters per 
second. Reading rate is then approximately 300 characters per second. Use of this mode is 
somewhat more complex than the standard Incremental Read, and the 'factory should be con
sulted for details of operation in this mode. 

Since the stepper motor and gear box must be arranged to provide two steps per charac~er in 
the Incremental Read mode, it follows that the same unit being used in the Write mode requires 
that two steps be taken for each character written. This is automatically provided for internally 
so that each Write/Step results in a character on the tape with the proper 0.005" spacing. 
However, this does restrict the upper speed of the writing to 300 characters per second, and 
the high speed option is thus not available on machines equipped to incrementally read. 



SECTION II 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
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SECTION II 

MODEL 1600 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

TAPE USED 0.5" wide, 1. 5 mil thick computer tape 

TAPE FORMAT 7-track NRZI 

TAPE REELS Up to 8. 5-inch diameter, IBM compatible 

TAPES COMPATIBLE WITH IBM 729 and 2400 Series tape transports 

WRITE MODE 

20fl-lflOO-l(l(l.4. 

Recording Speed 
Incremental 0-300 characters per second (0-500 characters 

per second, special order) 

Continuous 

Density 

RECORD GAP TIME 

SLEW RATE 

REWIND TIME 

OPERATOR CONTROLS AND INDICATORS 

1000 characters per second (nominal) 

200 BPI or 556 BPI (specify) 

175 milliseconds (maximum) (200 BPI) 
470 milliseconds (maximum) (556 BPI) 

1000 characters per second (nominal) 
(5 ips at 200 BPI) 
(1.8 ips at 556 BPI) 

Less than 2 minutes 

All front panel controls (except AC POWER Switch) are duplicated by logic inputs at Write 
Interface connector PI. 

AC POWER Switch 

Applies power to the tape unit, presets the control circuits, places dc braking voltage across 
the reel motors, and illuminates green power indicator. 

LOAD FORWARD Pushbutton With Indicator 

Automatically advances the tape to the Load Point marker during a loading operation and 
generates a Beginning of Tape (BOT) Gap (see below) when the Load Point marker is sensed. 
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After the loading operation, pressing this button causes tape to be advanced at 1000 characters 
per second. Indicator illuminates when the button is first pressed and remains lit until the 
automatic stop following a Rewind operation. The indicator also goes out if Broken Tape is 
sensed. 

READY Indicator With Pushbutton 

Indicator illuminates whenever the tape unit is in READY (ready to accept data). The push
button may be used to place the tape unit in READY by pressing it simultaneously with the 
LOAD FORWARD Pushbutton. This is an interlock to guard against inadvertently pushing this 
button. Since the tape unit automatically enters READY when the Load Point marker passes 
under the sensor assembly, this feature should be used only in the rare instances where no 
Load Point marker is present. 

Note 

Use of this feature will result in a BOT Gap (see below). 

FILE GAP Pushbutton Only 

Manually inserts the IBM File Gap (see below), File Mark, and IRG. 

REWIND Pushbutton With Indicator 

Drops the tape unit from READY and rewinds tape at high speed until the Load Point marker is 
sensed or until tape winds off the reel. In either case, stop is automatic. 

INTERNAL CONTROLS AND FEATURES 

Parity Generator 

Lateral Parity is generated and written on Channel C. Odd or even parity may be selected 
through the interface. 

Longitudinal Parity (the Longitudinal Check Character, or LCC) is written four character 
spaces after the last data character in a block. Its generation is part of the Inter-Record Gap 
and File Gap sequences. 

Continuous (Slew) Operation 

For applications requiring a higher data input rate, continuous writing at 1000 characters per 
second may be achieved with this recorder. In this mode, data is recorded in bursts, and all 
starts and stops take place in the IRG (see below). 
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The high speed is achieved by accelerating the motor beyond its normal asynchronous rate. 
Internally generated motor clock pulses are brought out to the interface for use as a system 
data clock. Thus, stepping and writing are exactly synchronized. Further details on this 
process will be found in the Operation section (Section IV) of this manual. 

Gaps and Marks (Also See Figure 1-3, Data Format - Seven Track) 

Inter-Record Gaps and File Gaps which are compatible with IBM format are generated auto
matically on command from the interface. File Gaps may also be automatically generated 
with a front panel control. 

Inter-Record Gap (IRG) 

File Gap (EOF) 

File Mark 

Beginning of Tape Gap (BOT) 

Tape Sensors 

3/4" IRG generated upon command from the 
interface. A properly spaced LCC is inserted 
as part of the gap timing sequence. 

Standard 3-1/2" File Gap generated upon command 
from the interface or with a front panel control. 

Also called Tape Mark. Standard Binary 15 
written automatically upon completion of the 
File Gap. The File Mark is followed auto
matically by a properly spaced File Mark Check 
Character (another Binary 15) and an additional 
3/4" IRG. 

Also called Initial Gap. A 1/2" (minimum) BOT 
Gap is automatically inserted when the Load Point 
marker is sensed during a loading operation. 

Load Point, End of Tape, and Broken Tape sensors are provided. Signals generated by the 
first two of these sensors are amplified and brought out to the interface connector. The Load 
Point sensor is used during a loading operation to generate a BOT Gap. It is also used to halt 
a Rewind operation. 

The End of Tape sensor has no internal function. It provides a control signal to the external 
equipment when the End of Tape marker is under the sensor assembly. 

The Broken Tape sensor halts all machine operations in the event of broken or missing tape 
at the sensor assembly. 

INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS 

Model 1600 Standard Write interface is compatible with current sinking positive logic having a 
"one" level of +4V to +6V and a "zero 11 level of OV ±O. 5V. "Zero" levels should be capable of 
sinking 5 mao All input functions except remote controls are initiated by "one" levels. Remote 
control inputs require closures to ground to be activated. l\tlaximum current through the closure 
is 5 ma; open circuit voltage is +10V. This may be loaded or clamped to +5V (minimum) for use 
with IC logic. 



Note 

Because of the nature of DTL logic used in the tape unit, the 
following inputs must be tied to Signal Ground if they are not 
used: COUNT ENABLE, CONTROL COMMON, SLEW, EOF 
COMMAND, and EOR COMMAND. All PI pins not assigned 
are reserved by Kennedy Company for future use and should 
not be used as tie points. 
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The PI connector is PiN 121-5004-036 (Amphenol 57-40360 or equivalent). The mating 
connector (supplied) is PiN 121-5003-036 (Amphenol 57-30360 or equivalent). 

Modified interfaces are available. Consult the factory. 

Inputs 

PULSES are to be a minimum of 20 usec long and a maximum of 100 usec long. 

LEVELS are to be static at the time of the leading edge of the pulse which clocks them in. 
They must remain static for at least 50 usec thereafter. 

CLOSURES TO GROUND are to be a minimum of 20 usec long and a maximum of 100 ms 
long. 

DATA LINES LEVEL Channel 1 PI-18 
2 Pl-19 
4 Pl-17 
8 Pl-20 
A Pl-21 
B PI-16 

WRITE/STEP Command PULSE Pl-14 
Clocks in information on data lines. 

EOR Command PULSE Pl-30 
Starts IRG sequence. Must be applied no sooner than trailing edge of final Write/ 
Step Command. 

EOF Command PULSE Pl-29 
Starts File Gap sequence. Must be applied no sooner than trailing edge of final 
Write/Step Command. This function is duplicated by the File Gap front panel control. 

vVRITE SELECT LEVEL Pl-1 
Enables Write mode when True and the tape unit is READY. Disables Write mode 
when False. In normal Write-Ohly operation this input should be tied directly to 
+5V or +6V. 
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REMOTE LOAD FORWARD CLOSURE TO GROUND P1-2 
Prepares tape unit for writing after tape has been loaded. Causes tape to feed at 
1000 characters per second until Load Point marker is reached. BOT Gap is auto
matically generated at this point. This function is duplicated by the Load Forward 
front panel control. 

REMOTE READY CLOSURE TO GROUND P1-3 
Not n0rmally used. Places machine in READY. This input should be used only in 
the rare instances where no Load Point marker is present on tape. 

REMOTE REWIND CLOSURE TO GROUND P1-4 
Drops READY and rewinds tape at high speed until the Load Point marker is sensed. 
To further rewind the tape off the reel for unloading, the tape unit must be placed in 
the Load Forward mode after the tape has stopped. Rewind may then be activated 
again to remove tape completely from the take-up reel. Rewind stops automatically 
when tape is completely wound on to the supply reel. This function is duplicated by 
the front panel Rewind controL 

COUNT ENABLE LEVEL P1-6 
Not used during incremental writing. During continuous writing at 1000 characters 
per second, a True level enables a four-count circuit which properly spaces the LCC 
from the final data character of a record. This level must be False at all other times 
to avoid writing errors on tape. Further details on the use of this input will be found 
in the Operation section (Section IV) of this manual. 

CONTROL COMMON P1-7 
Connect to Signal Ground to enable front panel pushbuttons. Buttons are disabled 
if this connection is not made. 

SLEW LEVEL 1>1-8 
Used during a continuous writing operation only. A True level activates an oscillator 
which gradually accelerates the stepping motor to 1000 steps per second. Outputs 
from this oscillator are brought to the interface (see below) for use in synchronizing 
the data inputs to the stepper motor pulses. Further details on the use of this input 
will be found in the Operation section (Section IV) of this manual. 

REVERSE SELECT 
FORWARD SELECT 

LEVEL 
LEVEL 

P1-9 
Pl-10 

Used in Read /Write models to control the direction of the stepper motor. It is 
sufficient to control the Forward Select input and leave the Reverse Select unconnected. 
A True Forward Select level causes the stepper motor to run forward. A False level 
causes the stepper motor to run backward. 

In Write-Only models the Forward Select input should be 
tied directly to +5V or +6V to avoid driving tape backward 
and erasing it. 
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+6V Pl-l:2 

The internal +6V supply is brought to this pin for use as an external reference. 
Maximum external loading is 100 rna. 

PARITY SELECT LEVEL Pl-l:3 
Controls the parity generation circuits so as to produce an odd or even vertical 
parity bit for input to the parity channel (Channel C) write amplifier. A True level 
produces even parity; a False level produces odd parity. 

SIGNAL GROUND PI-II 
PI-36 CHASSIS (FRAME) GROUND 

Outputs 

Signal Ground and Chassis Ground are not connected together within the tape unit. 
For best results, run these two lines separately to the Main System Ground and 
connect them together only at that point. 

PI signal outputs are terminated in the tape unit through a source impedance of 1. 5K (nominal), 
and are capable of sinking up to 10 rna of external load current. Levels are +6V ±1 V True and 
OV ±o. 5V False. Outputs may be loaded or clamped to +3V (minimum). 

READY LEVEL PI-2'7 
Indicates that the loading process is complete and head current is flowing. Data rnay 
be recorded whenever this output is True and the Gap in Process output is False. 
This output is duplicated by the READY Indicator on the front panel. 

GAP IN PROC ESS LEVEL PI-28 
Indicates that the tape unit is under the control of the gapping electronics and is 
inserting an IRG, End of File, or BOT Gap. The output includes a delay at the end 
of each gap for the tape unit to come to a stop. Writing should not be attempted 
while this level is True. 

END OF TAPE LEVEL PI-5 
Indicates that the End of Tape marker is under the sensor assembly. This function 
is not used internally. 

WRITE ERROR LEVEL PI-24 
Indicates that the Echo Check circuits have detected an error in the write electronics. 
Level will go True a maxilnum of 100 usec (0-300 character/second units) or 1. 9::) ms 
(0-500 character/second units) after the Write/Step Command has been given and will 
remain True until the next Write/Step Command is given. 

OSCILLATOR OUT PULSE PI-26 
Pulse duration 10 usec (minimum). Pulses from an internal oscillator, used 
primarily to drive the stepper motor at high speed during gapping operations, are 
brought out to this pin for use as a system clock in the Continuous Writing mode. 
Pulses are produced whenever the Slew input is applied or whenever the tape unit 
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is inserting a gap. Nominal rate is 1000 pulses per second; however, the motor 
must accelerate to this speed over a number of steps. Further details on the use 
of this output will be found in the Operation section (Section IV) of this manual. 

Note 

These pulses are used internally to drive the stepper motor 
during loading and gapping operations in either the Incremental 
or the Continuous Writing mode. Therefore, they must be 
properly gated externally to avoid system errors when a loading 
or gapping operation is in progress. 

LOAD POINT LEVEL PI-31 
Indicates that the Load Point marker is under the sensor assembly. This function 
is used internally to generate a BOT Gap during a loading operation and to halt tape 
during a Rewind operation. 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Operating Temperature 

Storage Temperature 

Storage Altitude 

Relative Humidity 

1I7V ±10%, 50/60 Hz is standard. 
230V, 50/60 Hz operation is available. 
Power consumption: 125VA. 

Panel 19 inches x 12-1/4 inches, fits 
standard rack. 
Depth behind panel: 10 inches. 
Weight: 40 lbs. 

20,000 feet (maximum) 

15% to 95% 

Note 

No condensation is allowed on any portion of the tape unit 
during operation. Any condensation accumulated during 
shipping and/or storage must be thoroughly removed before 
tape unit is operated. Tape manufacturers' specifications 
may impose more stringent environmental limitations than 
those given above. Consult tape supplier. 
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SECTION III. 

CHECKOUT AND INSTALLATION 

INTRODUCTION 

This section contains information on unpacking, inspection, repacking, storage, and 
installation. 

UNPACKING AND INSPECTION 

If the shipping carton is damaged, ask that the carrier's agent be present when the recorder 
is unpacked. Inspect the recorder for damage (scratches, dents, broken knobs, etc.). If 
the recorder is damaged or fails to meet specifications, notify the carrier and Kennedy 
COlnpany immediately. Retain the shipping carton and the padding material for the carrier's 
inspection. Kennedy Company will arrange for the repair or replacen).ent of your recorder 
without waiting for the clailn against the carrier to be settled. . 

STORAGE AND SHIPlVIENT 

Packaging 

To protect valuable electronic equipment during storage or shipment always use the best 
packaging Inethods available. Kennedy COlnpany can provide packing material such as that 
used for original factory packaging. Contract packaging companies in nlany cities can pro
vide dependable custom packaging on short notice. Here are a few recommended packaging 
methods: 

Rubberized Hair: Cover painted surfaces of recorder with protective wrapping paper. 
Pack recorder securely in strong corrugated container (350 lbs. /sq. in. bursting 
test) with 2-inch rubberized hair pads placed along all surfaces of the recorder. Insert 
fillers between pads and container to ensure a snug fit. 

Excelsior: Cover painted surfaces of recorder with protective wrapping paper. Pack 
recorder in strong corrugated container (350 lbs. /sq. in. bursting test) with a layer 
of excelsior about 6 inches thick packed firmly against all surfaces of the recorder. 

Environment 

Conditions during storage and shipment should normally be limited as follows: 

a. Maxilnunl altitude: 20,000 feet 
b. Minimu111 telnperature: -40°F (-40°C) 
c. Maxilnum temperature: 1670 F (7 50 C) 



Shipping Franle 

Some Kennedy Company recorders are shipped in steel frames for protection. This frame 
fits snugly inside the shipping carton. Remove unit and frame fronl box. The frame :is suit
able for holding the machine in an upright position during initial handling and checkout. 

RACK MOUNTING 

Rack Inounting slots are accessible with the recorder door open. If desired for greater ease 
of access, the door may be renl0ved during nl0unting and replaced when the machine is in 
place. 

Appropriate washers under mounting screw heads will prevent damage to painted surfaces 
of the panel. 

PO\VER CONNECTION 

A 3-wire detachable power cable is supplied with each machine. Exposed portions of the 
machine are grounded for safety. When only a 2-blade outlet is available, use connector 
adapter and ground the short wire from the side of the adapter. 

Before plugging in to a 230V main, be sure the machine is wired for 230V operation. 230V 
wiring will be indicated by a prominent stalnp near the power connector, or sonle models 

. have a switch to select 115V /230V operation. 
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IICTtON IV 

OPERATION 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to operate the recorder properly it is necessary to have it connected to a suitable 
interface. This is particularly true in the case of machines with DTL logic; they will not 
operate unless inputs specified to be zero are connected to ground. 

It is assumed in the following that suitable preparations have been made and the machine is 
in an operable condition. 

TAPE LOADING 

1. With power off, place a full reel on the supply hub as shown in Figure 4-1. 

2. Thread tape along tape path as shown in Figure 4-1 to the take-up reel. 

3. Holding end of tape with a finger, wrap a few turns around the take-up reel. 

4. Turn power on. 

Figure 4-1. Tape Threading Diagram 
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5. Press LOAD FORWARD Pushbutton. Servos will energize and pinch roller will 
engage. Tape now advances automatically to the Load Point Marker and in Write 
mode will insert Beginning of Tape Gap and stop. 

6. READY light comes on and machine is now prepared to accept data. 

INCREMENTAL WRITING 

1. Feed a series of data inputs and Write/Step Commands to the interface connector, 
observing the proper relative timing requirements for these inputs. Input rate must 
not exceed that shown in the Performance Specifications. 

2. At intervals, determined solely by system requirements, an IRG must be inserted. 
At these times, apply an EOR Command to the interface. Be sure to observe the 
timing requirements with respect to the final Write/Step Command of the record. 

3. At the end of a job, or at other times determined by system requirements, an EOF 
Gap must be inserted. This can be done by applying the appropriate command to the 
interface or by pressing the FILE MARK Pushbutton on the front panel. 

Note 

In the case of systems which apply an IRG at the end of each 
record, no improper formatting results from following the 
last mG of a job with an EOF Command; however, the 
separate EOR Command is not required. 

CONTINUOUS WRITING AT 1000 CHARACTERS PER SECOND 

1. Writing in this mode is usually more complex than in the Increnlental mode, since 
writing must be done in bursts, with starting and stopping taking place only in 
IRG or EOF Gaps. This normally requires the use of an external buffer (memory). 

2. In the Continuous Writing mode, the stepper motor is accelerated beyond its 
normal asynchronous rate to 1000 steps per second (nominal) by using an internal 
oscillator. This oscillat9r is normally used to move tape forward during a loading 
operation, during gap sequences in the Incremental mode, and (in Read/Write 
models) during a Continuous Read operation. To properly space data on the tape, 
the same pulses which drive the stepper motor are brought out to the interface 
for use as a system data clock. 

3. Two methods are available to record data in this mode. The preferred method is 
explained first, the alternate method second. 



a. Refer to Figure 4-2, Timing Diagram (Preferred Method) 

b. Connect the Count Enable input to Signal Ground. It will not be used in this 
mode. 

c. Load tape as specified above. 
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d. Apply a Slew input to the interface. Use an external circuit to gate out 
Oscillator Out pulses appearing during the first 50 ms after applying the Slew 
input. This allows the stepper motor to accelerate properly. 

e. After the first 50 ms, route the Oscillator Out pulses through the system to 
apply data inputs and Write/Step Commands to the interface. The relative timing 
requirements of these inputs remain the same as for Incremental Writing. 

f. After writing the required number of characters, use the trailing edge of the 
Oscillator Out pulse corresponding to the final c'haracter to generate an EOR 
Command input. The Oscillator Out pulse immediately following that used to 
write the final data character may be used instead, as long as the total system 
propagation time between the Oscillator Out pulse and the EOR Command does 
not exceed 2 usec. 

g. Use the resulting Gap in Process Output to inhibit the system and to inhibit the 
data and Write/Step Command inputs to the tape unit. 

h. If it is desired to stop after the mG, the Slew input may be dropped any time up 
to 10 ms after the Gap in Process Output goes True. In this case, the system 
must wait 50 ms when the Slew input is reapplied .. 

i. If writing is to continue immediately following the IRG,. the Slew input need not 
be dropped. Writing may begin again as soon as the Gap in Process Output goes 
False. 

Note 

The Gap in Process Output is independent of the Oscillator Out 
pulses. If this method is used, provision should be made in the 
system so that a portion of an Oscillator Out pulse is not 
applied as a Write/Step Command if the Gap in Process Output 
should fall during the time of an Oscillator Out pulse. 

j.. This process may continue as long as required. During the final mG of the job, 
drop the Slew input. When the Gap in Process Output goes False, enter an EOF 
Gap with the front panel pushbutton or through the interface. As an alternate, 
the system may apply an EOF Command in place of the final EOR Command. 
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4. Alternate Method 

. a. This method is available as Modification #M-115. It should be specified at the 
time the order is placed, but it is also feasible as a field modification. 

b. Modification #M-115 can be used only in seven-channel tape units. In nine
channel System 360 compatible units the preferred method must be used due 
to limitations imposed by the CRCC circuits. 

c. This method is similar to the preferred method, except that it uses the Count 
Enable input and does not use the EOR Command input. Gap timing must be 
done external to the tape unit, and the Gap in Process output remains False. 

INCREMENTAL/CONTINUOUS WRITING 

Data can be entered in both the Incremental and Continuous mode on the same tape. The 
transition from either mode to the other must take place following an IRG and with the stepper 
motor stopped. Then follow the appropriate instructions above. 

REWIND 

1. Press REWIND Pushbutton. Tape will rewind until Load Point marker is sensed 
and then stop. Rewind cannot be stopped (except by turning off power) once initiated. 
This is to prevent partial rewinding and subsequent possible destruction of data. 

2. After tape has stopped it may be removed by manually completing the rewind with 
power off or by pressing LOAD FORWARD quickly, followed by pressing REWIND. 
Tape will then wind completely out of the machine and the reels will stop. 

To avoid tape damage, always wait at least one second 
after the Load Point marker is sensed before activating 
any machine function. This allows the tape to stop 
completely. 
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SECTION V 

MAINTENANCE 

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE 

Primarily, routine maintenance consists of keeping mechanical parts clean. At regular inter
vals, depending in length upon use of machine and cleanliness of machine environment, the 
following steps should be taken: 

1. Clean head surface and entire guide plate area with soft cloth and a mild organic 
solvent such as IBM head cleaner. 

2. Clean surface of pinch roller to remove accumulation of oxide with a similar 
solvent. 

3. Remove any accumulation of dust within the main cover and on the panel. 

It should be kept in mind that while incremental recorders are very reliable devices and can 
operate under conditions more adverse than high speed computer tape transports, dirt is 
always a major sourc.e of difficulty and potential error. The tape path must be kept as clean 
as possible. 

All bearings in the machine are lubricated for life. No further lubrication should be 
attempted since ball bearing lubrication can be destroyed by oil. 

CHECKOUT AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

Relatively fe\v adjustments are required on Kennedy Incremental Recorders. These can be 
divided into two classes, mechanical adjustments and electrical adjustments. Electrical 
adjustments, if any, will be found in Sections VI and VII. Mechanical adjustment procedures 
are given below. 

Mechanical Adjustments 

Tension Arm Adjustment: Two tape tension arms are provided for sensing tape tension 
and providing a buffer loop to allow free tape motion. Tension arms are coupled to 
potentiometers which control reel motor torque to maintain tension constant. Adjust
ments required are: 

1. Tension Arnl Return Force (Ref. Figure 5-1) 

Tension arms are spring loaded to provide proper tape tension. To set tape 
tension: 



a. Swing arm to approximate center of arc. 

h.. Measure return force at the end of the arm with a spring scale. 

c. Adjust anchor lug position for a spring scale reading of 4 oz. (113 gm). This 
setting will establish 2 oz. of tape tension. 

2. Servo Potentiometer Angular Position (See Figure 5-1) 

Tension arm is coupled to servo potentiometer by a shaft clamp. Potentiorneter 
shaft extends through the panel and is slotted to accept a screwdriver. Servo 
potentiometer must be positioned to give proper motor torque. 

a.. Loosen shaft clamp lock screw until potentiometer shaft may be rotated with 
a screwdriver but still is snug enough to be rotated by tension arm. Press 
LOAD FORWARD pushbutton. 

b. Hold tension arm in approximate center of arc. Turn potentiometer shaft 
until torque produced by reel servo drops to zero. 

c. Tighten clamp lock screw. 

d.. With tape in place energize servos. Note position assumed by tension arm. 
If not close to center of arc, re-adjust potentiometer shaft to correct. 

Note 
Potentiometer shafts are accessible only with 
reels removed. 

3. Tape Path Location 

Tension arm rollers establish approximate tape path. To assure no skew is intro
duced this path must conform closely to guide path. To adjust: 

a. Loosen locknuts on roller shafts (Figure 5-1). 

h. Measure height of rear edge of tape (clos,est to panel) at the guide plate. Tape 
should clear guide plate surface by 0.437" (1.72 cm) ±O. 005" (0. 127 m1n), 
and be parallel to guide plate surface throughout its length. 

c. Adjust roller screw for correct tape height. 

d. Lock roller screw with lock nut. 
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. Figure 5-1. Tension Arm Adjustments 

4. Capstan Drive Gear Mesh 

/ANCIIOR Lua 

SERVO 
POTENTIOMETER 

Adjustment of Capstan Drive Gear Mesh is accomplished by rotating the stepper 
motor in its eccentric mounting. This adjustment should not be attempted unless 
there is strong reason to believe it is required. Gears are properly meshed when 
units leave the factory and should not require re-adjustment over long periods. 

Mesh adjustment cannot be measured directly; it must be accomplished by feel. 
With power off: 

a. Loosen three clamp screws holding motor in place. 

b. Rotate motor clockwise (from rear) to tighten mesh. 

c. Rotate capstan shaft as motor is rotated to detect zero backlash setting. 

d. Lock motor in place and check again for zero backlash and free rotation. 
It should be possible to rotate motor from the capstan without difficulty. 

e. If necessary, repeat procedure until zero backlash with free rotation is 
achieved. In the proper setting a slight "toothy" feel will be noticed. 



5.. Pinch Roller Adjust~ent (Figure 5-2) 

Two criteria must be met in adjusting pinch rollers: frictional force must be 
sufficient to drive tape adequately and pinch roller must be parallel to the capstan 
in order to pull the tape straight. To adjust parallelism: 

a. With power applied to pinch roller or holding solenoid in energized position, 
adjust roller height adjusting screw until roller does not touch capstan. 

b. Turn screw one-quarter turn more. 

c. Lock with Loctite grade H. 

Pressure should now be properly set. Check tape pull as follows: 

a. Prepare a length of tape about two feet long. 

b. Feed tape through guides andover head, through pinch roller/capstan. 

c. Attach a spring scale to tape and press LOAD FORWARD button. Hold tape 
back until it slips at the drive. 

d. Spring scale should read at least 6 oz. (170 gm). If not, rotate screw 
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slightly and re-lneasure. Be sure pinch roller is well cleaned before adjusting. 
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Figure 5-2. Pinch Roller Adjustments 



Final parallelism adjustment is now made: 

a. Using a length of tape, say, three feet long (about one meter), feed through 
machine as above. 

b. Press LOAD FORWARD and observe tape motion. Tape should pull evenly 
through pinch roller/capstan with no tendency to skew either in or out. 

c. If tape does not pull straight, re-adjust parallelism screws until straight 
motion is obtained. Tape will tend to move toward the tight side of engage
ment. 

d. Lock screws in place and apply Loctite grade H. 

e. Re-check as above after locking. 

REPLACEMENT OF PARTS 

In the event of damage to the machine, parts not normally expected to be replaced might 
require maintenance. The following discussion describes procedures for maintenance under 
these circumstances. 

1. Servo Potentiometer Replacement 

a. Remove potentiometer by removing two screws holding potentiometer mounting 
plate. Remember to loosen shaft clamp screw in tension arm clamp. 

b. Mount new potentiometer with lugs in same approximate location of old unit. 

c. Return potentiometer and mounting plate to assembly replacing tension arm. 

d. Return mounting screws. Be sure potentiometer shaft rotates freely after 
sorews are tightened. 

e. Go through adjustment procedure as outlined above. 

2. Tension Roller 

Under extreme circumstances shaft of tension arm roller may be bent. In this 
case it requires replacement. 

a. Remove old roller together with shaft. 

b. Install new roller and shaft. 

c. Adjust as previously described in step 3. 



3. Pinch Roller 

After long service the pinch roller may become worn and require replacenlent. 
To replace pinch roller: 

a. Remove assembly from mounting surface by removing screws (item 1, 
Figure 5-3). 

h. Remove pin (item 2) by means of a small hook formed from stiff wire. 

c. Lift pinch roller yoke (item 3) clear of housing (item 4). 

d. Remove retaining ring (item 5) from front of shaft. 

e. Remove shaft (item 6) from rear of assembly, freeing pinch roller (item 7). 

f. Replace pinch roller and re-assemble. 

g. Re-adjust pinch roller as previously described in step 5 . 

. Figure 5-3. Pinch Roller Replacement 

lOI-ooU-7oo 



4. Capstan Assembly 

In. the event that through wear or other cause the capstan assembly needs replace
ment: 

a. Remove old assembly by removing wires from terminal block and removing 
two mounting screws from front side of panel. 

h. Replace with new assembly. Bearing must seat in counterbore on reverse 
s ide of mounting plate. 

c. Re-adjust pinch roller (as previously described in step 5). Repair of capstan 
assemblies in the field is not advised. Return used assembly together with 
complete information to factory for credit. 

5. Reel Hub Grip Ring (Figure 5-4) 

A rubber ring is used as an expansion ring to hold the tape reel in place. If it 
should require replacement, simply pry old ring off without disassembling hub 
and snap new ring in its place. 

6. Guides 

If a guide becomes worn, it is usually adequate to simply loosen its mounting 
screw, turn the guide a few degrees, and re-tighten. 

If complete replacement is desired, remove screw and guide. Replace with new 
guide; no adjustment is required. 

7. Magnetic Head 

.. 
Heads have very long life at speeds encountered in incremental recorders. If 

~ 

replacement is required: 

a. Unplug head. 

b. Remove two mounting screws. 

c. Pass connector through hole in panel and remove head. 

d. Replace with new head. 

No adjustment of heads is possible or required. Return head to factory with 
complete details of cause for replacement. In some cases credit will be issued. 

l0l-0011-100 



RUBBER DRIVE lUNG 

/ 

LOOSEN REEL HUB LOCK COMPLETELY. 
BY TURNING CCW. BEFORE REMOVING 
THE RUBBER DRIVE RING. 

,Figure 5-4. Rubber Ring Drive Replacement 
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Model 1600 Parts Identification 



ITEM PART NO. DESCRIPTION aTY PER 
NO. MACHINE 

1 190-1141-001 ASSEMBLY, hub handle 2 
2 190-1140-001 ASSEMBLY, reel hub 2 
3 191-0574-001 RING, hub drive 2 
4 139-2900-001 HOLDER, lamp 1 
5 139-1900-501 COVER, lamp, green 1 
6 139-0214-001 LAMP, no. 330 4 
7 151-1005-101 SWITCH 4 
8 190-1995-000 ASSEMBLY, pressure roller actuator 1 
9 190-2451-001 ASSEMBLY, magnetic head 1 

10 190-1139-001 ASSEMBLY, sensor, broken tape 1 
11 190-1138-001 ASSEMBLY, sensor, end of tape 1 
12 151-2001-101 SWITCH, toggle, spst 1 
13 191-0549-{)01 POST, brake 1 
14 190-0637-000 ASSEMBLY, roller, tension 2 
15 191-0766-005 ARM, tension 2 
16 125-0036-001 SPRING, extension 25lA 2 
17 191-0635-002 POTENTIOMETER 2 
18 190-1509-001 ASSEMBLY, guide, split tape 2 
19 190-2273-001 ASSEMBLY, control board, deck power 1 
20 115-3625-798 CAPACITOR 2 
21 145-0005-001 RELA Y, 3pdt 2 
22 135-0001-001 MOTOR 2 
23 191-2353-001 PULLEY, motor 2 
24 191-2354-{)01 PULLEY, reel drive 2 
25 115-7049-405 CAPACITOR, 4 uf, 330v 2 
26 121-9001-003 RECEPTACLE, ac power 1 
27 151-0802-001 HOLDER, fuse 1 
28 151-0132-001 FUSE, 2 amp, slo-blo 1 
29 190-2307-001 ASSEMBLY, power supply regulator 1 
30 125-0004-002 BE LT, timing 2 
31 190-2452-{)01 ASSEMBLY, capstan drive 1 
32 190-2413-001 ASSEMBLY, master board 1 
33 121-5004-036 CONNECTOR, 36 pin (PI) 1 
34 190-2556-{)01 ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, write amplifier 2 
35 190-2412-001 ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, parity generator 1 
36 190-2557-001 ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, interface 1 
37 190-2528-'001 ASSEMBL Y, printed circuit bd., stepper power ampl 1 
38 190-2530-001 ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, stepper logic 1 
39 190-2410-001 ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, gap timing 1 
40 190-2411-001 ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, control 1 
41 190-2445-{)01 ASSEMBLY, dust cover 1 
42 156-2292-001 TRANSFORMER (determine type used or give machine 1 

or serial number when ordering spare parts) 
156-3385-001 

REF 113-0001-001 REEL, empty, 8 1/2 in. 1 

lJ-I8-'1 

Model 7600 Parts Identification 
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MODEL 1510/1600 
INTERFACE .CONNECTIONS PI 

Rear Connector Amphenol Microribbon 36 Pin 

SIGNAL Pl- SIGNAL PI-

lL 1 Write Enable IL 19 
GP 2 Remote Load Fwd IL 20 
GP 3 Remote Ready IL 21 
GP 4 Remote Rewind 22 
OL 5 End of Tape 23 
IL 6 Count Enable OL * 24 

7 Control Common 25 
IL 8 Slew OP 26 
IL 9 Reverse Select OL 27 
IL 10 Forward Select OL 28 

11 Signal Ground IP 29 
12 +6V IP 30 

IL 13 Parity Select OL 31 
IP 14 Write/Step Command 32 

15 Spare 33 
IL 16 Data B 34 
IL 17 Data 4 35 
IL P1-1S Data 1 P1-36 

SIGNAL TYPES 

IL Input level +4V to +6V True; OV ±O. 5V False. 5 rna sink. 

706-0066-100 

Data 2 
Data 8 
Data A 
Spare 
Spare 
Write Error 
Spare 
Oscillator Out 
Ready 
Gap in Process 
EOF Comll1and 
EOR Comnland 
Load Point 
Not Used 
Not Used 
Not Used 
Not Used 
Frame Ground 

IP Input pulse +4V to +6V, 10-100 usec True; OV ±0.5V False. 5 rna sink. Rise time 
must be less than 2 microseconds. 

OL Output level +5V True (±IV); OV False (±O. 5V). Will sink to 10 rna. Source impedance 
3K. Output ll1ay be loaded to +3V or higher. 

OP Output pulse +5V True (±IV); OV False (±0.5V). \Vill sink 10 Ina. Source ill1pedance 
1K. Output may be loaded to +3V or higher. 

GP Line normally +10V. Closure to OV actuates remote function. Closure time 10 usee 
minimuIn, 100 usee maxinlum. Current less than 5 rna. May be loaded to +5V 
(111inill1um) for IC logic. 

* Error signal True within 1.95 usee of \Vrite/Step Command. Renlains True until the next 
Write/Step Conl111and. 
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TYPE 2273 REEL MOTOR SERVO CONTROL 

CARD PURPOSE 

Servos and control circuits for both reel motors are contained on the Type 2273 card. 

DESCRIPTION 

I 

Circuitry for the supply motor will be described. Circuitry for the take-up motor is similar. 

Reel Braking 

When power is first turned on, dc dynamic braking" holds the tape reels in position. The same 
condition is obtained following a Rewind operation and brings the tape to a stop quickly and 
smoothly. 

In the braking condition, both relays KF and KR are de-energized. Braking current then flows 
from +18V through KFI-NC, R5 (a current limiting resistor), CR3, the line winding of the 
supply Illotor, and KF3-NC to -18V. 

Servo Operation 

The reel servos control motor torque output to achieve constant tape tension. Tension is sensed 
by passing the tape over spring loaded buffer arms connected to potentiometers in the servo 
circuit. 

The servos are powered entirely from line voltage. 
Consequently, the conlponents in these circuits are 
at line potential and can be dangerous unless handled 
carefully. 

KF is energized by grounding Terininal 3. This occurs when the LOAD FORWARD Pushbutton 
is pressed. The control logic holds KF energized until the conclusion of a Rewind operation. 
During this tinle, the dc voltage is disconnected from the reel nlotors and replaced by controlled 
ac voltage. 

Ac power is connected to the supply reel nlotor through KF2-NO, control bridge rectifier CR8, 
the Inotor windings, and KF3-NO. The bridge conducts ac current to the extent that it is loaded 
at its dc ternlinals. 
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Transistor Q4 is connected as a dc load to CR8. Its conduction is controlled by servo poten
tiolneter R7 and transistor Q2. Part of the voltage appearing across Q4 is applied to the 
potentiometer. When the slider voltage exceeds the total of the forward-biased diode drops of 
Q2, Q4, and CR2, then Q4 begins to conduct. As it conducts, ac current flows through the 
supply reel motor and produces torque. 

Rectifiers CR3 and CR4 isolate the controlled ac supplies of the two reel motors from. each 
other. During dc braking they are both forward-biased and provide braking current to their 
respective reel motors. 

A dc path is cOlnpleted to the pinch roller solenoid whenever KF is energized and KR is de
energized, as in normal operation. Current flows fronl +18V through KFI-NO and KH2-NC 
to the solenoid. 

Another dc path is completed to the File Protect solenoid (in Write/Read units only) whenever 
KF is energized. Current flows from +18V through KFI-NO to Terminal 6 and the File Protect 
solenoid. This allows tape reels to be changed in the dc condition without switching power off, 
yet still provides full file protection by de-energizing the File Protect solenoid while the reels 
are be ing changed. 

Rewind ---
Relay KR is interlocked with KFl-NO and cannot be energized unless K F is also energized. 
KR is energized by grounding Terminal 9. This occurs when the REvVIND Pushbutton is 
pressed. A holding circuit is provided in the control logic. In the rewind condition the pinch 
roller solenoid is de-energized, current being switched instead to the REWIND Indicator on 
the front panel. KR3- NO connects the ac line directly to the supply Illotor through R6 (thus 
bypassing CR8), causing the supply lnotor to run independently of the condition of the supply 
tension arm and potentiometer R 7 . 

Note 

Resistor R6 and relay cOlmection KR3 are not duplicated 
on the take-up lnotor. 
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TYPE 2412 PARITY 

CARD PURPOSE 

The Type 2412 Parity Card serves several functions. It contains logic to generate vertical 
parity, odd or even; it generates clock pulses weT (Write Clock 1) and WC2; and it contains 
the write amplifier for the parity channel. 

LOGIC DESCRIPTION 

Parity Generator 

Parity is generated by a series of Compare gates comprised of IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, and IC5. 
The Compare gate will have a True output if both inputs are True or if both inputs are False. 
Dissimilar inputs produce a False output. The Compare fUnction is the logical complement 
of the Exclusive Or. The output of the Exclusive Or is True only if the inputs are different. 

Input data lines are compared in pairs in a tree of gates ending at the common output of IC 5C 
and IC5D. If an even number of input lines is True, this point is True. If an odd 'number of 
input lines is True, this point is False. 

Gates are provided to invert the parity tree output if even parity recording is selected, or 
. to not invert the output if odd parity is chosen. The parity selection input is at Plug Pin E • 

. -

The common output of IC4B and IC5B is fed to the Channel C write amplifier. 

Clock Generation/Write Amplifier Channel C (Refer to Clock Timing Diagram) 

A Write/Step Command appearing at Plug Pin F produces a negative going pulse at the input 
of IC6B if the Write Ready signal is True. After passing through IC6B and IC6A, it appears 
as WC 1 at Plug Pin R. WcT is used to clear the input buffer registers on this card (IC 9B, 
IC7B) and on the write amplifier cards of any data remaining from the previous character. 

At the trailing edge of WC 1 a negative pulse is produced at the input of IC 6C. The pulse is 
inverted by IC 6C and appears as WC 2 at Plug Pin T. WC 2 enters data for the present 
character into the just-cleared input buffer registers. 

WC3, generated on the interface card, samples the data in the input buffer registers. Any 
input register containing a "oneJf permits WC3 to toggle the write flip-flop (IC8 on this card), 
prodUCing the required flux reversal on the tape. 

In tape units operating from 0-300 steps per second, a separate time for WC3 is not required. 
WC3 is generated on the trailing edge of WC2. 



SECTION VIII 

PLUG-IN MODULIS 
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TYPE 2410 GAP TIMING 

CARD PURPOSE 

The Type 2410 Gap Timing Card develops signals necessary for gap and mark insertions to 
conform to IBM standards. 

FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

Three gaps are basic in IB1'rf compatible recording. These ·are the Inter-Record Gap (IRG) 
(also called End of Record Gap--EOR), the End of File Gap (EOF), and the Beginning of Tape 
Gap (BOT). Gap length requirements vary depenc:!ing on whether a seven or nine track format 
is used. In addition, the time required varies with tape character density, since gaps are 
inserted at a constant stepping rate.' Detailed gap formats for this tape unit are given in 
Sections I and II of this manual. For convenience, the important features of all three gaps 
and their variations with format, character density, etc. are summarized in Table I below: 

CRCC LCC 
NO. OF GAP LENGTH (MIN) ffiGGAP SPACING SPACING 

DENSITY TRACKS IRG EOF BOT TIME (MS) CRCC (STEPS) (STEPS) 

200 7 . (}.75ft 3.5" 0.5". 175 NO -- 4 
556 7 0.75ft 3.511 0.5" '. 470 NO -- 4 
800 9 0.6" 3. 75ft 0.5" 550 YES 4 8 

*200 7 0.75" 3. '5" 0.5" 350 NO -- 8 HALF-
* Information on this line applies to Incremental. Read models only STEPS 

Table't. 

The Type 2410 consists of two basic timing circuits: the IRG timing and the EOF timing. 
These two timings are combined to produce gaps as shown in the following diagrams: 

EORCOMMAND ___ ~n· .... ______________________ __ PLUG PIN U _ _ 

Q. 1C2 

IRGTJMING 
TPC 

PIN 5, IC2 
EORRESET 

OSC RUN 
PLUG PIN F 

GAP IN PROC 
PLUG PIN J 

I I 

----------'----
---~-

I SLEW OSCILU TOR ON 
STEPPER ORNE RUNS 
WHEN SIGNAL IS LOW 

L 
. End of Record Gap Timing Diagram 
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L, __ ---' 
---~---
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PLUG PIN S ----------------

~~~T1MIN~i__ ____ _ 

~~CTlMING ~ ______ ._;./'1 ___ L..,_-

0IlC RUN l"'-____ I 
QAPIN PRocJ L 

Beginning of Tape Gap Timing Diagram 

CmCTJIT DESCRIPTION 

The basic timing circuits for the IRG and the EOF gaps are identical. Only the timing: 
components differ. For example, the ntG is timed as follows: 

An EOR Command at Plug Pin U sets IRG flip-flop IC2, causing the input to Darlington 
integrator IC3 to drop to OV. Its output., IC3-9, rises linearly (because of the lVUUer 
connection of C3) at a rate determined by C3, R2, and R3. Attached to th.e integrator output 
is Ql, a silicon unilateral switch (SUS). The SUS is a four-layer diode with a carefully 



controlled breakdown point, in this case +8V. When the integrator output reaches +8V, Ql 
fires. The resulting negative transition through C2 resets IC2 through IC2-5. IC2-Q goes 
positive, turning on integrator IC3 and quickly reducing the anode voltage of Ql to below 
cut-off. Diode CR20 aids in rapidly discharging C3. The circuit now remains quiescent 
until retriggered. 

The advantages of this delay circuit over a conventional one-shot lie in its timing stability 
and its very short recovery time. 

IRG Generation 

.... Mlo-:s00 

As outlined in the example above, an EOR Command triggers IC2. The cathode of CR17 goes 
to OV, producing OV at the Oscillator Run output, Plug Pin F. This accelerates an oscillator 
on the stepper drive card to the slewing speed causing tape to be advanced at that rate. 

Attached to the oscillator is a step counter, used to properly space the LCC. The counter 
is enabled by the Count Enable output, Plug Pin Z, during a BOT Gap, during an mG, and 
whenever an external signal is applied to Plug Pin P through the interface. The number of 
steps required for proper LCC spacing depends on the model of tape transport used and is 
tabulated in Table 1. 

The output from IC7-l0, 14 is buffered in IC11. The output of ICII is brought to Plug Pin J 
as the Gap in Process oufput. This output is maintained even after the Oscillator Run signal 
is removed while C 8 charges up to the firing point of Q3. This allows the stepper motor to 
completely stop before the Gap in Process output is removed. 

EOF Gap Generation 

An EOF signal, either from Plug Pin T or from the FILE GAP Pushbutton, triggers both the 
rnG and EOF timing circuits, IC2 and IC50 The IRG is triggered so that the LCC may be 
properly written, but it terminates long before the EOF sequence ends. The output from 
IC 5-Q' causes the osc illator to run by holding IC 7 -4 at OV. 

At the end of the EOF, the negative transition through C4 is amplified by IC 10 and generates 
a File Mark signal to the appropriate write amplifier inputs. The same transition, coupled 
through C9 and CR18, sets IC2 again. The step counter is enabled once more and writes a 
properly spaced File Mark Check Character. This final IRG (and the delay caused by C 8 and 
Q3) complete the EOF Gap. 

BOT Gap Generation 

BOT Gap generation is similar to the EOF Gap, except the File Mark is inhibited. When the 
Load Point marker is sensed and the tape unit is in the Write mode, the Write Ready input, 
Plug Pin S, goes true. IC8-l2 goes to OV, and the negative transition coupled through C7 sets 
EOF flip-flop IC 5 through CRlO. The transition also sets BOT flip-flop IC 9 through IC 9-8. 
Because IC5 is set, the EOF Gap proceeds normally, except that the File Mark is inhibited 
by connecting IC 9-Q through CR6 to IC 10. 





TYPE 2411 CONTROL CARD 

CARD PURPOSE 

Circuits required for pushbutton operation in Model 1600 series recorders are located on 
Type 2411 Control Card. 

IOf-U11-1004 

In the following operational description, control functions will be the starting point for logic 
explanation. In the description, reference will be made to operation of other cards which are 
more fully explained under their own headings. 

LOAD FORWARD 

Pressing the LOAD FORWARD Pushbutton causes the following sequences to occur: 

1. Upon first pressing LOAD FORWARD after power is on: 

. '.... a. Dc braking current is removed from the reel motors. 

b. Ac power is applied to the reel servos. 

c. Tape moves forward to the Load Point marker. In the Write mode a Beginning 
of Tape gap is automatically inserted after the Load Point. 

2. Subsequent closures of the LOAD FORWARD Pushbutton cause tape to be moved 
forward at 1000 steps per second while the button is depressed (1000 half-steps per 
second in Model 1600IR). 

Pressing the LOAD FORWARD Pushbutton, which is connected to Plug Pin P, causes the Load 
Forward flip-flop IC 1 to be set. Motor control relay KF is energized by Q1 and the LOAD 
FORWARD Lamp connected in parallel with KF is illuminated. 

The Q output of the Load Forward flip-flop goes to OV producing a negative pulse through C2 on 
Pin 3 of IC4. This negative pulse keeps IC4 Pin 10, 14 high long enough to assure closure 
time for KF. At termination of the pulse IC4 Pin 10, 14 goes to OV causing the 1000 cycle 
oscillator on the stepper drive to run. 

Upon reaching the Load Point marker, Pin 3 of IC 9 goes to OV setting the Ready flip-flop IC 2 
through Pin 7. Q of IC2 goes to OV causing the Oscillator Run line to go high, which stops 
the Forward Feed function. In the Write mode, gap generation takes over and inserts the 
BOT gap. 

READY 

The above description explained setting of the Load Forward flip-flop as the Load Point rnarker 
is sensed. The READY Pushbutton can perform the same function if the LOAD FORWARD and 
READY Pushbuttons are depres sed simultaneous ly . 
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The Ready flip-flop drives one input of IC6. If Write is selected, IC6 is enabled, which turns 
on head drive current through Q2 and produces a Write Ready signal. at Plug Pin N. 

The READY Lamp, driven by Q3, is illuminated in either the Write or Read mode. 

When the REWIND Pushbutton is pressed, Rewind flip-flop IC3 is set through Pin 7. The 
Ready flip-flop IC2 is reset by connection of CR13 from IC3 Q'to IC2 Pin 5. This causes 
head drive current to be dropped. 

The rewind control relay KR is energized by Q4 and the REWIND Lamp is illuminated. 

Rewind now proceeds until the Load Point marker is sensed. At this point, a negative pulse 
is produced by C4 which resets the Load Forward flip-flop IC 1. 

When the Load Forward flip-flop is reset, it holds the Ready and Rewind flip-flops reset!, 
and ~KF drops. This applies braking current to the reel motors. 

Broken Tape 

The Broken Tape sensor holds the Load Forward flip-flop reset when tape is broken or 
missing. This prevents any normal machine functions from occurring. 

EOT, 

The End of Tape marker is sensed and produces an output at Plug Pin U. The EOT signal 
is not used internally but is made available to the interface. 
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For higher speed asynchronous operation a photo encoder disc is used on the stepper motor. 
Amplified output pulses from this assembly (one per character) are used as WC3. Vvriting 
on tape takes place at a known position of the stepper motor, assuring proper tape density 
at the higher speeds. 
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CARD PURPOSE 

TYPE 2528 STEPPER POWER AMPLIFIER 
AND TYPE 2530 STEPPER LOGIC 

The Type 2530 Stepper Logic Card holds the lOGO Hz oscillator and accelerator which drives 
the stepper motor synchronously at high speed. It also contains the logic circuits necessary 
to develop the sequential drive signals required by the stepper motor. The Type 2528 Stepper 
Power Amplifier Card raises these signals to a level sufficient to drive the stepper motor. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION, TYPE 2530 

Oscillator 

Since the stepper motor will run at 1000 steps per second but will not start at this rate, it is 
necessary to provide an oscillator which accelerates from a lower frequency. The basic 
oscillator consists of Q2 and Q3, together with R6, R7, C2, R9, C3, and R8. It functions 
as follows: 

Q2 and Q3 are silicon unilateral switches (SUS). The SUS is a four-layer diode with a care
fully controlled breakdown point, in this case +8V from anode to cathode. After breaking down, 
it conducts heavily until current through it is reduced below a threshold point. In the 
oscillator's quiescent state, Q3 is conducting in this manner and Q2 is not conducting. 

Assume Q1 is cut off and R6 is returned to +10V through R3 and Zener diode clamp CR3. 
Capacitor C2 charges toward +10V. When the voltage between anode and cathode of Q2 
reaches +8V Q2 conducts, discharging C2 and producing a positive pulse across R8. This 
reduces current through Q3 below cutoff, which causes C3 to charge through R9. When C3 

< is sufficiently charged, Q3 is retriggered, and the resulting positive pulse across R8 turns 
Q2 off. The cycle then repeats. 

Each time Q3 breaks down a negative pulse is produced at the base of Q4, cutting off Q4 and 
producing a positive pulse at its collector. This pulse is fed to the stepper drive logic 
through Q5 and to the interface through CR4. 

The relative time constants of R6, R7, C2 and R9, C3 are such that Q2 conducts for a very 
small percentage of each oscillator cycle. Therefore, the overall frequency of operation 
of the oscillator is determined primarily by the voltage at the collector of Q1, or by timing 
elements R6, H7, C2. 

When the Oscillator Run input at Plug Pin J goes False, Ql cuts off gradually, and its 
collector voltage rises linearly. The rate of rise is determined by C 1 and R5, which are 
connected in a :Miller configuration. The oscillator frequency increases as the collector 
voltage of Q1 increases until this voltage is clamped at +10V by eR3. This produces the 
required acceleration. 



Stepper Drive Logic 

A counter comprised of IC2 and IC3 produces four output states. Since only three states are 
required, one--the 00 state--is suppressed by IC lB. 

The three states are 01,10, and 11, and these are decoded by IC5A, IC4C, IC5B, le5C, and 
IC4B. The decoding process is controlled by the direction signal at Plug Pin 1\1. StaLte 01 
is always fed to the same motor winding, but 10 and 11 are switched between the remLaining 
two windings by the direction signal to produce reverse rotation (Plug Pin M False) or 
forward rotation (Plug Pin M True). 

Mode Switching 

For normal stepping action, two stepper motor coils are energized at all times. This leads 
to well damped stepping action, as required for an incremental writing operation. In the slew 
mode the stepper motor can operate more smoothly if it is driven with one coil energized at a 
time. A provision has been made in the Type 2530 to implement this drive mode when it is 
requiredc 

When this option is specified, diode CR11 is included to connect a series of gates and inverters 
to the oscillator control output pin of Ie 9C. When the oscillator is not commanded to run, 
inverted outputs from the decoder gates appear at the output Plug Pins W, V, and X. The 
stepper motor is then driven in the two-coil mode. When the oscillator is comrnanded to run, 
non-inverted outputs appear, causing only one coil at a time to be energized. 

Capacitor C 5 couples a first pulse to the gate terminal of Q2 and causes it to fire imnlediately 
upon switching to the single coil mode. This allows the stepper motor to settle in its new 
position before more motor pulses are applied. C 5 is removed for applications not requiring 
the single coil drive. 

cmCUIT DESCRIPTION, TYPE 2528 

Power transistors capable of driving the 0.5 ampere per coil required by the stepper motor, 
together with appropriate drivers, are located on the Type 2528 Power Amplifier Card. Three I 

identical stages, one for each coil, are provided. 

I WARNING I 
In order to switch current as rapidly as possible, 
high voltage transistors with little suppression are 
used. This allows peak trans ients as high as 325 
volts, a voltage high enough to cause fairly severe 
shock if the power transistors or other components 
in the stepper motor circuit are touched while in 
operation. 
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TYPE 2556 WRITE AMPLIFIER 

CARD PtffiPOSE 

Three write amplifiers are included on each of two Type 2556 Write A.mplifier cards. The 
seventh write amplifier is packaged on the Parity card. The write amplifiers take input data 
and cause head current to be properly switched for writing. Data inputs are buffered on the 
card, and Echo Check circuits are provided. 

For operation three sequential clock pul~es are required, labelled in order of occurrence-
WCi, WC2, and WC3 (WC = Write Clock). we 1 and WC2 are generated on the Parity card, 
and WC3 is generated on the Interface card. 

cmCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Circuitry will be described for Stage Conly. Circuitry for Stages A and B is identical to that 
for Stage C, except as noted below. 

Data Inputs 

When a Write/Step Command is applied to the interface, a WcI pulse is generated and applied 
to Plug Pin M. This clears the input buffer register, IC1B, IC2A of any old data prior to 
entering new data .. 

WC2, generated at the trailing edge of WC 1, gates any data appearing at t~e data input, Plug 
Pin K, through IC 1A to the input register. 

WC3 passes data from the input register to the write flip-flop, IC3, and on to the tape. \VC3 
occurs at different times in the step-and-write cycle, depending on the top asynchronous 
writing speed of the tape unit. 

Tape units which operate from 0-300 steps per second do not require a separate time for WC3, 
and so WC3 is generated on the trailing edge of WC2. 

For higher speed asynchronous operation, a photo encode~ disc is 'used on the stepper motor. 
Amplified output pulses from this assembly (one per character) are used as WC3. Writing 
on tape takes place at a known position of the stepper motor, assuring proper tape denSity at 
the higher speeds. 

If IC IB, IC2A is set, WC3 is passed through IC2B and inverted. The resulting negative 
transition at the output of IC2B causes write flip-flop IC3 to toggle, resulting in the required 
reversal of current in the write head coil. . 



Echo Check 

When current is switched in the head coil, an inductive spike results. Negative spikes are 
coupled through CR3 or CR4 to a clear input of IC 1B, IC2A. The input register must have 
been set originally to cause current to switch in the head coil. 

The 'Q outputs (IC2A-10 and 14) are connected to a common Error line through diodes CR2. 
If, at ~he end of the write cycle~ any input registers have not been reset by echo pulses, the 
Error line will be False, indicating a malfunction. 

The 'Error line is conditioned on the Interface card to suppress the output which occurs between 
the time the input registers are loaded and the time they should be reset. The registers are 
reset at WC3 time, when data is written on tape. Since WC3 time may vary, as desc:ribed 
above, outputs from the error circuitry will vary accordingly. Full specifications for this 
output will be found in Section II of this manual. 

After being gated, the Error line is also inverted on the Interface card, so as to provide a 
True output to the interface. 

Longitudinal Check Character (LCC) 

The :LCC pulse resets all write amplifiers to the reference condition. Further details on the 
us~ and format of the LCC will be found in Section I of this manual. It is implemented here 
on command from the Stepper Logic card by momentarily grounding Plug Pin T of both Write 

. Amplifier cards. These points connect to the dc reset inputs on all three IC3 flip-flops. 

Details of the File Mark (also called Tape Mark) will also be found in Section I. The File 
Mark is written on command from the Gap Timing card by. momentarily grounding Plug Pin R 
of both Write Amplifier cards, which connects to dc set inputs of Stages Band Conly. These 
four nip-flops are wired to Channels 1, 2, 4, and 8, producing the required File Mark. 
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TYPE 2557 GENERAL INTERFACE 

CARD PURPOSE 

Certain input and output lines to the PI interface connector are broken at this card space so 
that non-standard signals may be accommodated. The Type 2557 General Interface card is 
used when the signals are standard, and consists of straps between the plug pins which run to 
the interface connector and the plug pins which enter the tape unit. 

In addition to the straps, certain logical functions are also performed on this card. They are: 

1. the suppression of the output which occurs on the Error input line between the 
time the input buffer registers are loaded and the time they should be reset by 
an Echo Check pulse (standard). 

2. the conversion of a BCD 0 input to a binary 10 output to the write amplifiers 
(optional). 

3. the incorporation of an amplifier and gating circuits to generate Write Clock 3 
(WC3) , the pulse which gates data into the write flip-flops and on to the tape 
(standard). 

The different dash number configurations listed on the schematic represent combinations of 
these logical functions. They are summarized in Table 1: 

MAXIMUM 
ASYNC HRONOUS 
TAPE SPEED BCD O/BINARY 10 PHOTODIODE 

DASH NO. (CHAR/SEC) CONYERSION ASSEMBLY C4 

-001 300 NO NO YES 
-002 500 NO YES NO 
-003 300 YES NO YES 
-004 500 YES YES NO 
-005 Same as -003, except R8 is inserted and ST10 is omitted. 

Table 1. 

cmCUIT DESCRIPTION 

WC3 Generator 

In tape units which operate from 0-500 steps per second, a photodiode assembly is installed 
on the stepper motor. The photodiode conducts heavily whenever light falls on it. This is 
allowed to happen for a short, well defined interval during each step and produces a negative 
going pulse at Plug Pin U. The output occurs at the same point in every step, assuring proper 
character spacing at higher tape speeds. 



·06-2557-200 • 

In tape units which operate from 0-300 steps per second, the photodiode assembly is not 
required. In these units an equivalent input to Ql is derived by passing the trailing edge of 
WC2 through C4 to Plug Pin U. 

An Input Write/Step Command sets flip-flop IC2A-IC3B. When a negative input is applied to 
Plug Pin U, Ql cuts off and its collector goes True. Since IC2A-IC3B is set, the output of 
Ql is passed through IC3A to flip-flop IC3C-IC3D. The output of this flip-flop is WC3. WC3 
also resets flip-flop IC2A-IC3B, preventing any further outputs from Ql from passing through 
IC3A until a new Write/Step Command is applied. When the output of Ql returns False, 
IC3e-IC3D is reset and WC3 is disabled. 

Echo Check 

The Error input at Plug Pin T is gated in IC IB and inverted in IC2B before passing to the 
Write Error output. The gating in IC IB assures that no Write Error output is present between 
the time the input buffer registers are loaded and the time when they should be reset by the 
Echo Check pulses. 

The input at IC 1-13 connects to flip-flop IC2A-IC3B and prevents Write Error outputs 
between the time the Write/Step Comnland is applied and the time WC3 is generated. The 
input at ICI-I0 Similarly prevents outputs for the duration of WC3. Echo Check pulses occur 
on the leading edge of WC 3. 

BCD O/Binary 10 Conversion 

.. 

BCD numerics on tape are coded in straight binary (thus, a six would be represented by ,!Jonesu . 

in tracks 2 and 4). In even parity systems, a numeric zero coded in this fashion wotlld be a 
blank character. This is forbidden in the IBM NRZI format, and so a binary 10 ("ones'" in 
tracks 2 and 8) has been substituted in the IBM tape code. 

When this option is specified, IC4, IC 5, and IC 6 are installed to implement the conversion. 
Channels 1, 4, A, and B are passed unchanged through ST5, ST4, ST6, and ST16 respectively. 
Channels 2 and 8 are passed through ST7 and ST8 respectively when the option is not specified. 
They are passed through ST17 and ST18 when the conversion is specified. 

As long as at least one data input is True, the common output of the six data input inverters 
is False. This holds the output of IC6B True and allows normal operation of IC6A and IC4D. 
In this situation, data inputs for Channels 2 and 8 are s imply inverted twice before being 
presented to the write amplifiers. 

If all data inputs are False, the common output of the six input inverters rises. The output 
of IC6B goes False and forces the outputs of IC6A and IC4D True. Data is written on tracks 
2 and 8 with all data inputs False, as required. 
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SECTION IX 

SPARE PARTS 

RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS KITS 

In applications where the recorder is to be operated in locations remote from the factory, 
the Kennedy Company recommends Spare Parts Kits. 

ORDERING SPARE PARTS AND/OR KITS 

When ordering parts and/or kits, it is important to include model number, serial num.ber, 
density, logic, and special modifications. 

MODI FICA TIONS 

When ordering parts, it is important to include the modification number(s) along with the 
model number. 

906-0054-100 

If the recorder is equipped with modifications, the necessary'information can be obtained in 
the Modifications Section of the manual. 

EXCHANGE OF CAPSTAN ASSEMBLY 

If capstan assembly becomes inoperative, it can be rebuilt or exchanged for a rebuilt capstan 
assembly (the cost is approximately one-half that of a new capstan). 

K-21 MAINTENANCE KIT 

To assist in the routine maintenance of Kennedy Magnetic Tape Recorders, it is recommended 
that Maintenance Kit K-21 be used. The kit contains all the necessary items required to clean 
and adjust all tape recorders during scheduled routine maintenance. Each kit contains: one 
can head cleaner, tape guide line block

i 
cleaning cloths, reflective strips, special tools, tape 

developer, and a small tube of Loctite ( m). 

SPARE PARTS LIST 

A Spare Parts List with minimum and long term kits is shown on the following page. 



906-0055-100 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

MINIMUM KIT ------------------------------------------------------------------------
151-0132-001 
139-0214-001 
190-0637-000 
190-2556-001 
190-2412-001 
190-2557-001 
190-2528-001 
190-2530-001 
190-2410-XXX 
190-2411-001 
190-2307-001 
190-.2273-001 
190-2224-002 
190-2324-001 

FUSE, 2 amp, slo-blo 
LAMP, no. 330 
ASSEMBLY, tension roller 
ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, write amplifier 
ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, parity generator 
ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, interface 
ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, stepper power ample 
ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, stepper logic 
ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, gap timing 
ASSEMBLY, printed circuit board, control 
ASSEMBLY, power supply regulator 
ASSEMBLY, control board, deck power 
ASSEMBLY, card extender 
K-21 Maintenance Kit 

I----------------------~-------------------------------------------------
LONG TERM KIT (the above plus the following) 

-----------------------r-------------------------------------------------
191-0574-001 
151-1005-101 
190-1.995-000 
190-2451-001 
190-1.139-001 
190-1138-001 
125-0036-001 
191-0635-002 
190-1.509-001 
115-3625-798 
115-7049-405 
145-0005-001 
135-0001-001 
125-0004-002 
190-2452-XXX 
156-2292-001 

or 
156-3385-001 

RING hub drive 
SWITCH 
ASSEMBLY, pressure roller actuator 
ASSEMBLY, magnetic head 
ASSEMBLY, sensor broken tape 
ASSEMBLY, sensor LP-EOT 
SPRING 
POTENTIOMETER 
ASSEMBLY, guide 
CAPACITOR 
CAPACITOR 
RELAY 
MOTOR 
BELT 

* ASSEMBLY, capstan drive 
TRANSFORMER (determine type used or give machine 
serial number when ordering spare parts) 

* Capstans are available on exchange basis. 

Model 1600 Spare Parts List 
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~NNEDY COMPANY 

PURCHASED PART SPECIFICATION 

SH 1 

~ 
~ 

OF 2 
I 

MAT L INTEGRATED, CIRCUIT, DUAL AND/OR INVERTER (DAOl-2C) DATE 5-6-68 

DASH NO. 
-001 

Schematic 
+12V 

6 

R, IIKn. 

INPUT 0 , 02 
8 

7 
AND EXT. 

9 
OR EXT. 

INHIBIT INPUT D3 
16 

IIKfi 
INPUT 

05 06 
4 

AND EXT 

OR EXT. 

INHIBIT INPUT 07 
2 

VENDOR'S PiN 
841545 

+12V 

04 

08 

-= 

Maximum Ratings 
Input Voltage = 13V 
Output Voltage + 13V 
IE = 15 Milliamps 

Terminal Configuration 

TOP VIEW 

Mechanical 
Chamfer 
Right Side 

PINS 1 AND 15 LEAVE 
OPEN 

NOTE - 16 PIN MODULE 

Block Diagram 

A 

I~~UTPUT 
:~T ~ 01 ___ 
(+)1 (+)1 

The Dual AND OR Inverter, DAOI-2C, module contains two single input AND functions (pins 
8 and 4) along with the AND extender input pins 7 and 5. The OR function can be accomplished 
by: 

1. OR extending by using an AOX-1 C or AOX-2C into pins 3 or 9 

2. dot collecting (parallel connected collectors) with other modules - only one collector 
resistor is required. . 

The output transistor inverts the function. 

VENDOR: FSC NO. _____ I_B_M ________ OR ENG. APPR. EQUIV. 

"* DENOTES PREFERRED PART 
FIRST USED ON __ 16;;....0_0 ______ _ 

PART NO~ 
149-0001-

APplO 1f.1' I I I I REV IDATE v ' .. \, 
. ., , .11 I I A I ''')..J .~, 



~NNEDY COMPANY 

PURCHASED PART SPECIFICATION [~ 
SH 1 01= 2 

I 
MAT L INTEGRATED, CIRCUIT, ISOLATING INVERTER (II-IC) DATE 5-6-68 

DASH NO. 
-001 

Schenlatic 

r -2 0-------' 
I L-3o--__ _ 

VENDOR'S PiN 
841594 

'-------0-1-, 
I __----0. -.J 

......... ~"3~ I INPUT 
4K 

II, IZ 

Maximum :Ratings 
Input Voltage = 13V 
Output VoltcJge = 13V 
Ie = 61 Milliamps 

Terminal Configuration 

Mechanical 
Chamfer 
Right Side 

TOP VIEW 

Block Diagram 

INPUT 8 OUTPUT 
0__ 11 __ 0 

(+)1 (+)1 

0---1 
II "'r---o 

The Isolating Inverter 11-1 C module contains two separate isolating inverters. The 
resistor couple input may load down the normal up level of the driving module, however, the 
minimum up level is still above the thresholds of AOI-1 C, and AOI-2C inputs. The driving module 
can have both isolating inverter module and diode logic circuits as loads. 

The OR function can be accomplished by dotting collectors (parallel connected collectors) 
with other circuits or modules. However, only one collector resistor is required. 

If pins 5 or II and 12 are used as the inputs, the II-Ie module may be used to extend the 
FAN OUT of an AOI-2C or DAOI-2C modules by approximately four. This would have 
a useful application for driving a transmission line. 

VENDOR: FSC NO. --.....;I;;;.=:B;.;;;.M~ __________ OR ENG. APPR. E'QUIV. 

"* DENOTES PREFERRED PART 
FIRST USED ON_~16~0~0 _______ _ 

PART NO. 
149-0002-



~NNEDY COMPANY 

PURCHASED PART SPECIFICATION 

I 
MAT L INTEGRATED, CIRCUIT, TRIGGER (TGR-1C) 

DASH NO. 
-001 

Schematic 

VENDOR'S PiN 
841536 

EXTERNAL RESISTORS r---- -- - --- -:;12v- ---- ------1 
I yH I 

1 .+~n ·.i··n .+n .+ .. n: L _______________________ J 
OUTPUT 4 I I I~ OUTPUT 

o 0 0 

T2 

AC a DC 160--------' 

EXTEND 90------1...----, 
1:1 1:2 

EXTERNAL DC 
14 

r-----------l SET 

I +12V C I l 
I 8 R R8 6.3Kn I 
I ..GATE ON I 
I A 3.3~~ I 
I AC SET o----f I 
I H", I 
'--------------' 

0 3 

10 
DC 

RESET 

°4 
II EXTERNAL ,-----------1 

I +12V E I 
I F I 
I GATE OFF I 
I 3.lKn I 
I C~AC RESET I 
I 66p' I L...- ___________ .J 

SH 1 OF 3 

DATE 5-6-68 

Maximum Ratings 

Input Voltage=13V 
Output Vol tage = 13V 
IE: 30ma 

Terminal Configuration 

TOP VIEW 

Mechanical 
Chamfer 
Right Side 

NOTE: 16 PIN MODULE 

Block Diagram 

DC SET 7 

ON GATE B 

AC SET A 

AC RESET D 

OFF GATE F 

DC RESET IO~---, 

TGR 

~--oQ 

--(+) I 

1----oQ 

~-----' 

The Trigger, TGR-1C consists of one resistor gated AC input and one DC set per side. The 
Trigger is AC set by a negative going transition, tuming off the side to which it is applied. 

T 1 and T4 are the Flip-Flop stage in the circuit while T 2 and T 3 selVe mainly as buffer stages 
between the FI i p-Flop and the output of the Trigger. 

For binary operation the circuit connections should be: 

Gate B connected to Output Q 
Gate F connected to Output Q 
AC Set connected to AC Reset 
Pi n 9 connected to pi n 16 

IBM A \I VENDOR: FSC NO. _____________ OR ENG. PPR. EQUI •• 

"* DENOTES PREFERRED PART 
FIRST USED ON~1;;;..;6..;..0..;..0 _______ _ 

PART NO. 
149-0004-



KENNEDY INCREMENTAL 1viAGNETIC RECORDER 

OPTIONAL MODIFICATION 

Applies to Model #= 1600 Modification #= M- 119 

Sheet 1 of 10 

Available Factory Installed f]] H.etrofit Kit o Strap or Wire Change 0 
Cost 

DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATION 
Addition of a Type 2494 Interface card to Model 1600 Incremental Tape Recorder. 

REFERENCE 
Instruction and Maintenance Manual, IVlodel 1600. Drawing 301-2494-007, Schematic, 
Interface. Model 1600 Negative Logic Performance Specifications (attached) 

FUNCTION OF MODIFICATION 
The Type 2494 Interface inverts approprIate inputs to the 1600 PI interface connector from 
negative logic to positive logic to properly control the internal electronics. The Type 2494 
Interface also inverts appropriate outputs from the internal logic from positive to negative 
logic to the PI outputs. 

ClJANGES IN HARDWARE 
A Type 190-2494-007 Interface card is mounted on standoffs in the 1600. A harness cable 
wired per 108-0108-001 is added between the original PI interface plug (which is rnounted 
internally), the Type 2494 Interface card, and a new PI interface plug. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 
Negative input functions are broug'ht into an NPN transistor stage which inverts the negative 
input into a positive +6V output. 

+6V 

1K 

Output 

Input 
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After the loading operation, pressing this button causes tape to be advanced at 1000 characters 
per second. Indicator illuminates when the button is first pressed and remains lit until the 
automatic stop following a Rewind operation. The indicator also goes out if Broken Tape is 
sensed. 

RFADY Indicator With Pus hbutton 

Indicator illuminates whenever the tape unit is in READY (ready to accept data). The push
button may be used to place the tape unit in READY by pressing it simultaneously with the 
LOAD FOR\VARD Pushbutton. This is an interlock to guard against inadvertently pushing this 
button. Since the tape unit autolnatically enters READY when the Load Point marker passes 
under the sensor assembly, this feature should be used only in the rare instances where no 
Load Point marker is present. 

Note 

Use of this feature will result in a BOT Gap (see below). 

FILE GAP Pushbu.tton OnlY. 

Manually inserts the IBl\l File Gap (see below), File Mark, and IRG. 

REWIND Pushbutton \Vith Indicator 

Drops the tape unit from READY and rewinds tape at high speed until the Load Point marker is 
sensed or until tape winds off the reel. In either case, stop is automatic. 

INTERNAL CONTROLS AND FEATURES 

Parity Generator 

Lateral Parity is generated and written on Channel C. Odd or even parity may be selected 
through the interface. 

Longitudinal Parity (the Longitudinal Check Character, or I ... CC) is written four character 
spaces after the last data character in a block. Its generation is part of the Inter-Record Gap 
and File Gap sequences. 

Continuous (Slew) Operation 

For applications requiring a higher data input rate, continuous writing at 1000 characters pcr 
second may be achieved with this recorder. In this mode, data is recorded in bursts, and all 
starts and stops take place in the IRG (see below). 
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The high speed is achieved by accelerating the n10tor beyond its normal asynchronous rate. 
Internally generated nl0tor clock pulses are brought out to the interface for use as a system 
data clock. Thus, stepping and writing are eXactly synchronized. Further details on this 
process will be found in the Operation section (Section IV) of this manual. 

Gaps and :Marks (Also See Figure 1-3, Data Forlnat - Seven Track) 

Inter-Record Gaps and File Gaps which are conlpatible with IBM format are generated auto
matically on command from the interface. File Gaps may also be autonlatically generated 
with a front panel control. 

Inter-Record Gap (IRG) 

File Gap (EOF) 

File Mark 

Beginning of Tape Gap (BOT) 

Tape Sensors 

3/4" rna generated upon cornmand from the 
interface. A properly spaced LCC is insert.ed 
as pa.rt of the gap timing sequence. 

Standard 3-1/2" File Gap generated upon conlmana 
from the interface or \vith a front panel control. 

Also called Tape I\ilark. standard Binary 15 
written autolnatically upon completion of the 
File Gap. The File 1lark is followed auto
matically by a properly spaced File ~lark Check 
Character (another Binary 15) and an additional 
3/4" IRG. 

Also called Initial Gap. A 1/2" (minimuln) BOT 
Gap is automatically inserted when the Load Pt)int 
marker is sensed during a loading operation. 

Load Point, End of 'rape, and Broken Tape senso:!'s are provided. Signals generated by the 
first two of these sensors are anlplified and brought out to the interface connector. The Load 
Point sensor is used during a loading operation to generate a BOT Gap. It is also used to halt 
a Rewind operation. 

The End of Tape sensor has no internal function. It provides a control signal to the external 
equipment when the End of Tape rnarker is under th~ sensor assembly. 

The Broken Tape sensor halts all nlachine operations in the event of broken or nlissing tape 
at the sensor assembly. 

INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS 

Model 1600 Standard Write interface is conlpatible with current sinkiEg positive logic ~javinga 
"one" level of +4V to +GV and a "zero" level of OV ±O. 5V. nZero" levels. should be ca;;able e]f 

sinking 5 Ina. An input functions except rernote controls are initiated by "one" levels. flCnH)t$ 

control inputs require closures to ground to be activated. l'vlaximurl1 current through the ('losul"(~ 
Is 5 rna; open circuit voltage is +10V. This nw.y be loaded or cbln1ped to +5V (m~nimuro) for ll~~~ 
wUh Ie logic. 
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SLE\V LEVEL Pl-8 
Used during a continuous writing operation only. A True level activates an oscillator 
which gradually accelerates the stepping motor to 1000 steps per second. Outputs 
from this oscillator are brought to the interface (see below) for use in synchronizing 
the data inputs to the stepper motor pulses. Further details on the use of this input 
'will be found in the Operation section (Section IV) of this nlanual. 

REVERSE SELECT LEVEL Pl-9 
FORWARD SELECT LEVEL P1-10 

Used in Read/\Vrite models to control the direction of the stepper motor. It is 
sufficient to control the Forward Select input and leave the Reverse Select unconnected. 
A True Forward Select level causes the stepper motor to run fOr\\iard. A False level 
causes the stepper motor to run backward. 

In Write-Only models the Forward Select input should be 
tied directly to +5V or +6V to avoid driving tape backward 
and erasing it. 

+6V Pl-12 
The internal +6V supply is brought to this pin for use as an external reference. Max
imum external loading is 100 rna. 

PARITY SELECT * LEVEL PI-13 
Controls the parity generation circuits so as to produce an odd or even vertical parity 
hit for input to the parity channel (Channel C) write amplifier. A True level produces 
even parity; a False level produces odd parity. 

SIGNAL GROUND PI-I! 
CHASSIS (FRAME) GROUND Pl-36 

Outputs 

Sig11al qround and Chassis GrolUld are not connected together \vithin the tape unit. 
For best results, run these two lines separately to the I\1:ain Systenl Ground and 
connect them together only at that point. 

PI signal outputs are terminated in the tape unit through a source impedance of 1. 5K (Donlinal), 
and are capable of sinking up to 10 nla of external load current. Levels are +GV ±lV True and 
OV ±O. 5V False. Outputs nlay be loaded orclanlpcd to +3V (nlinirnum). 

All outputs designated with an asterisk (*) after the function are ternlinated in the tape unit 
through a source iInpedance of 1. OK (nonlinal) and are capable of sinking up to 10 nla of external· 
load current. Levels are -lOY ~:1. OV True and OV ±0.5V False. Outputs nlaybc loaded or 
clanlped to -3V (minimum). 
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Pl-27 
Indicates that the loading process is complete and head current is flowing. Data Dlay be 
recorded whenever this output is True and the Gap in Process output is False. This 
output is duplicated by the READY Indicator on the front panel. 

GAP IN PROe ESS * LEVEL Pl-28 
Indicates that the tape unit is under the control of the gapping electronics and is 
inserting an IRG, End of File, or BOT Gap. The output includes a delay at the end 
of each gap for the tape unit to con1e to a st9,p. Writing should not be attempted while 
this level is True. 

END OF TAPE LEVEL Pl-5 
Indicates that the End of Tape marker is under the sensor assembly. This function 
is not used internally. 

WRITE ERROR * LEVEL Pl-24 
Indicates that the Echo Check circuits have detected an error in the write electronics. 
Level will go True a maximum of 100 usec (0-300 characters/second units) or 1.95 nlS 

(0-500 character/second units) after the Write/Step Comllland has been given and \vill 
remain True until the next Write/Step Comnland is given. 

OSCILLATOR OUT * PULSE Pl-2G 
Pulse duration 10 usec (minimum). Pulses fronl an internal oscillator,. used prhnaril: 
to drive the stepper motor at high speed during gapping operations, are brought out to 
this pin for use as a system clock in the Continuous Writing mode ~ Pulses are pro
duced. whenever the Slew input is applied or whenever the tape unit is inserting a gap. 
Nominal rate is 1000 pulses per second; however, the lnotor must accelerate to this 
speed over a number of steps. Further details on the use of this output will be found 
in the Operation section (Section IV) of this manual. 

LOAD POINT LEVEL Pl-31 
Indicates that the Load Point marker is under the sensor assembly. This function is 
used internally to generate a BOT Gap during a loading operation and to halt tape 
during a Rewind operation. 

POWER REQUIR.E11:ENTS 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

11'"1V ±10%, 50/60 Hz is standard. 
230V, 50/60 Hz operation is available. 
Power consumption: 125VA. 

Panel 19 inches x 12·-1/4 inches, fits 
standard rack. 
Depth behind panel: 10 inches. 
Weight: 40 Ibs. 



ENVmONMENTAL 

Operating Temperature 
Storage Temperature 
Storage Altitude 
Relative Humidity 

+2oC to +50oC (+34o F to +122°F) 
-40°C to +750 C (-400 F to +167o F) 
20, 000 feet (maximum) 
15% to 95% 

Note 

No condensation is allowed on any portion of the tape unit 
during operation. Any condensation accumulated during 
shipping and/or storage must be thoroughly rGllloved before 
tape unit is operated. Tape 111anufacturers f specifications 
may impose more stringent environmental limitations than 
those given above. Consult tape supplier. 
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GLOISARY O' TIRMI 

ASYNC HRONOUS OPERATION. The mode of operation in which each step of an operation 
starts as a result of a signal generated by the completion of the previous step. 

BCD MODE. Recording mode in which' each character is composed of bits representing 
an alphanumeric character. Sixty-three such characters may be represented by 6 bits. 

BINARY MODE. Recording mode in which each data bit in one byte represents one digit 
of a binary number of total length the number of poss ible bits in the byte. 

BIT. A binary digit. 

BLOCK. A group of things, such as words, characters or digits that is handled as a unit. 

BYTE. A sequence of adjacent binary digits acted upon as a unit and usually shorter than 
a word. In tape usage, usually one character. 

CHARACTER. A sequence of adjacent binary bits in one line across the tape. In seven 
channel recording a character must have at least one bit (odd parity) or at least two bits 
(even parity). 

END OF TAPE. (EOT) Location of a marker near the physical end of tape. Recording 
must end shortly after EOT but record may be finished. 

FILE. A collection of related records which are treated as a unit. 

FILE GAP. An area on the magnetic tape which indicates the end of a file. 

FLAG. An indicator used for identification that Signals the occurrence of a particular 
condition. 

ooe-0005-aco 

FLUX CHECK. Each character is read immediately after recording to verify that it appears 
on the tape in the intended form. 

HEAD. A device that reads, records or erases data on a storage medium such as paper 
tape and/or magnetic tape. 

LEADER. The blank section of tape at the beginning of a reel of tape. 

LCC. Longitudinal Check Character (sometimes LRC -- Longitudinal Redundancy Check). 
A character composed of bits generated to make the sum of all bits in that track even. It is 
written four or five character spaces after end of record. If all tracks are even, LCC is 
missing. 
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LOAD POINT. (LP) Location of a marker ten feet from physical beginning of tape. Re-
cording may begin shortly after this point. 

MAGNETIC TAPE. A tape with a magnetic surface on which data can be stored by selective 
polarization of portions of the surface. 

MARK. Same as Flag. 

MARKER. Strips of reflective foil affixed to the tape to indicate Load Point and End of 
Tape. Computer tape has these markers in place. 

NRZI. Recording method in which binary ones are represented by transitions of flux on 
the tape. 

PACKING DENSITY. The number of useful storage cells per unit of dimension, e. g., the 
number of bits per inch stored on one track of magnetic tape. 

PARITY BIT. A binary digit appended to an array of bits to make the sum of all bits 
always odd or always even. 

PARITY CHECK. A check that tests whether the number of ones (or zeros) in an array of 
binary digits is odd or even. 

RECORD. A collection of related items of data, treated as a unit. 

RECORD GAP. On magnetic tape, an area used to indicate the end of a record. 

SKEW. The angular displacement of an individual printed character, group of characters, 
or other data from the intended or ideal placement. 

SYNCHRONOUS. The mode of operation in which each step of an operation starts as a 
result of a signal generated at a particular time. 

TAPE DRIVE. A device that moves tape past a Head. 

TAPE TRANSPORT. Same as Tape Drive. 

TRACK. The portion of a moving storage medium that is accessible to a given reading 
Head position. 

WORD LENGTH. The number of bits or other characters in a word. 



Warranty 

Kennedy Company products are warranted to be free from defects 
in materials and workmanship for a period of one year. 

Kennedy Company reserves the right to inspect any defective 
parts or material to determine damage and cause of failure. 

This warranty does not apply to any Kennedy equipment that 
has been subject to neglect, misuse, improper installation and main
tenance, or accident. 

Liability under warranty is limited to no charge repair of defective 
units when equipment is shipped prepaid to factory or authorized 
service center after authorization from Kennedy Company to make 
such return. 

Kennedy Company is continually striving to provide improved 
performance, value and reliability in their products, and reserves 
the right to make these improvements without being obligated to 
retrofit delivered equipment. 

KENNEDVCO. 
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